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FOREWORD

The idea of holding this Specialist Meeting arose originally out of

discussions within the Technical Information Panel of AGARD.

There is now world-wide appreciation of the problems and difficulties
of extracting reliable technical inforwation from the vast quantities of
publications emerging from the world's Press, and the technological explosion
of the past years has high-lighted the essential nature of the problems.
There is an essential requirement for information staff to extract, assess,
analyze and communicate current "state-of-the-art" documents in order to
permit the engineer and scientist to get on with the job for which he was
trained rather than that he should spend valuable time searching tl-rough
masses of information, much of it irrelevant, which nowadays beset him on all
sides.

The fact that this Conference took place and was so well supportee ty
the NATO Countries is ample evidence of the concern with which the problem is
viewed internationally. Bo,h the papers and thc discussions have stirred
interest and generated much in the way of ideas and an awareness of the wide-
spread and growing insistence that the problem must be accorded its proper
recognition. Also, that it exists not only in the Defence field but in
Industry and the world at large.

The Conference was, it is believed, the first of its kind to be held
within the NATO Alliance and presented an opportunity for the delegates to
benefiL from the experienk.e in the field of information analysis celktres
gained in the United States and to hear of and discuss the need for similar
centres in Europe.

Thanks are due to all those who were rt buch pains to prepare and
present the papers to the Conference: these papers wer. the framework upon
which the success of the Conference was built. Ic is hoped that h.ving cired
the problem and presented one means of combating it, the ripples will spread
and momentum gained rather than lost.

//
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OPENING ADDRESS

by
Mr. Anton J. Marx

Director of the National Aerospace Laboratory '

Mr. Anton J. Marx, Director of the National Aerospace Laboratory anJ Netherlands National
Delegate to AGARD, gave a welcome addrers to the participants at the Specialist Meeting, also on behalf
of Prof. Dr. Ing. H. J. van der Maas, Head of the Netherlands Delegation to AGARD.

Mr. Marx briefed the audience on the role of AGARD within NATO, and particularly described
the activities and achievements of the Technical Information Panel.

His comments concerning Information Analysis Centres were as follows:

"Among the numerous scientific and technical information services existing in our contemporary
society, none is so sophisticated, or so little known as the Information Analysis Centre (IAC). It is con-
sidered more and more essential that scientists and engineers have a real. responsibility to actively help
in solving informatici problems.

One way this can be done is through the IAC - a scientific or technical entity - existing in a
scientific or technical environment such as a research laboratory, whether it be a national laboratory,
a private sector laboratory, or a university laboratory. IAC' s are known to exist not only in the USA but
also in other countries, although under different names. One of the purposes of this Specialist Meeting
is to provide each of you with the opportunity to learn about the concept and operation of 1AC' s. Ii, this
context, the Technical Information Panel has invited four speakers, two from the USA, one from France
and one from the UK, all of whom are engaged in such activities, to comprehensively present this type of
service.

As IAC' s are very expensive to operate, international cooperation seems to be indicated and
therefore two subjects were selected to which the IAC concept might be applied in an international context.
Both these subjects, that is, air pollution and maritime pollution, are increasing1 .y becoming a matter of
concern as they are gradually disturbing the equilibrium of our environment. It should be pointed out,
however, that the chosen subjects merely serve as examples for application of the 1AC concept. It does
not imply that their implementation is actively being pursued by the Technical Information Panel, nor tlat
any steps have been made in this direction.

It is hoped, however, that the discussion today may contribute to an international effort to

stimulate activities for the solution of these important problems in our respective communities.

Wishing you successful and instructive participation in this conference, I now declare the
meeting open."

'i
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

by

Mr. Walter C. Christensen
Director of Technical Information, DoD

Ladies and gentlemen, it is indeed an honor to have been selected as the keynote speaker for
this specialist meeting on information analysis centers. As the keynote speaker, it is my function to
set the stage for the individual presentations which will follow. In view of the expertise possessed jy
the individual speakers, I am quite happy to address the subject at hand on a general basis rather tman
get into details.

As a beginning, I would like to recite some statements contained in a 1963 United States
Presitdential Advisory Commission report on Scientific and Technical Information which was chaired by
Dr. Alvitn Weinburg, the noted nuclear physicist. "The specialized information center is a major key
to the resolution of our information system." "Ultimately, we believe the specialized analysis center
will become the accepted retrieval of information, switching, interpreting and otherwise processing of
information from the large wholesale depositories and archival journals to the individual user." This
particular report laid the foundation for the formal recognition and indeed In many cases, the establish-
ment of information analysis centers in the United States and, I suspect, in other countries as well. As
further recognition of the importance given to the functions of iniformation analysis centers, a 1969 report
sponsored by the United States National Academy of Sciences/National Academy of Engineering stated:
"A singularly pervasive conr iision in regard to scientific and technical communication is that the functions
performed by critical reviews ind compilations - digesting, consolidating, simplifying, and repackaging
for specific categories of users - are essential if information is to be used effectively." It is these
types of functions that the information analysis centers are established to perform. At this point, it
would be well to define what we mean by an information analysis center. Unfortunately, the term in-
formation analysis center means different things to different people. However, one character.stic which
I think is common to all definitions is that the centers deal in information - evaluated, condensed, ana
normally not available to their user community. A sharp distinction must be drawn between the operation
of a document storage and retrieval operation such as the Department of Defense' s Defense Documentation
Center and an information analysis center on this basis. Dr. Edward Brady of the United States' National
Bureau of Standards defines anl information analysis center as "simply a group of technically trained
persons who have accepted a responsibility to gather relevant informat.: in from the world' s literature
and other sources pertaining to a well-defined field of specific missions, to gather and store this inform-
ation, and then to analyze and synthesize it in such a way that new knowledge is created." In other words,
the information analysis centmr takes the ever increasing amount of information being generated in its
specific subject or discipline area, analyzes it separating the wheat from the chaff and then stands ready
to provide the best, most up-to-date information available in a manner most meaningful to its users.
In the case of the U.S. Department of Defense information analysis centrs, the products tend to fall
into two categories: (1) first, replies to specific questions from users - for example, allcy X is cracking
under vibration load - what can we do? Answer: change heat treatment or go to alloy Y; (2) secondly,
the centers put out various technical reports giving the latest engineering information, as for example,
the widely used "Aerospace Structural Materials Handbook".

At this point I would like to digress for just a moment and discuss the subject areas and
disciplines to which I feel information analysis centers would be the most benefit. In analyzing inform-
ation needs of scientists and engineers, I have come to the conclusion that the scientist does not have
anywhere near as serious a problem in obtaining needed information as does the engineer. The scientist
normally works in a well-defined area. He knows most of the people working in the area and he also
generally knows where to go to get information which he needs. On the other hand, the engineer, or
in the broader context, the technologist, has anl increasingly difficult problem. This is the individual
who designs and produces the end item and, in this age of rapidly advancing technology, his ability to
maintain a knowledge of up-to-date engineering information even in a narrow disciplinary area becomes
an exceedingly difficult, if not impossibie, task. Added to this is the multi-disciplinary nature of many
of the products which we are currently developing. It is my opinion that the rapidly advancing engineering
or technological areas are where the information analysis centers are most beneficial, particularly in
those fields such as ceramics, plastics, and exotic materials which are undergoing rapid changes in the
state-of-the-art.

Up to now I have presented a positive view of the importance of the information analysis
cent'ers. However, I would feel remiss if I did not add some words of caution which I don't believe
will be forthcoming from the speakers to follow because of their intimate involvement in the operation
of centers. First, while it is evident that information analysis centers present a theoretically ideal
solution to the information explosion, it must be recognized that these centers are very expensive to
operate. Costs tary from about $100, 000 per year to over $1 million per year. Secondly, a measure-
nIerit of benefits achieved from an information analysis center is extremely difficult as is the case with
most tecimical information activities. Therefore, justification for the establishment and continued
o)p,.ratio: of en•era is -i :,iajci task. in addition, many of the people who could benefit from the irform-
atimni analys5i centers are unaware of their existence, or not motivated strongly enough to utilize them
(tilk. inertia factor). And finally, while center., may be extremely beneficial in a particular subject or
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discipline area during the initial application phases, their value in most cases will decrease with time.
Too often, centers are allowed to continue operation beyond the time where they are returning acceptable
benefits in relation to their cost. In this regard I am reminded of a statement made by Alan Rees of
Western Reserve University that: "The information retrieval field has been plagued for many years by
busy people spending large sums of money, designing - or attempting to design - phantom systems for
non-existent people in hypothetical situations with unknown needs".

In the U.S. Department of Defense we have instituted a policy of service charges to solve

these problems at least in part. While we still are in the early stages of implementing this policy, it
does appear that the users are willing to pay for the services they receive from our information analysis
centers. Our implementation of this service charge pol-cy has been made more difficult because the
users have become accustomed to receiving the services free of charge. I believe that for countries
who are establishing or contemplating establishing information analysis centers, a service charge policy
should be instituted from the very beginning. In additiorn to addressing the problems which I have pre -
viously enumerated, it will assure that the center is indeed responsive to the user needs - and we must
all remember that our job is to serve the users - not to create information activities for our own edi-

fication.

In summary, I strongly support the information analysis center concept but at the same time
recognize many of the difficulties involved in implement!ing this concept. I teel that this meeting is most
timely and I sincerely hope that many of these areas wh!ich I have covered will be subject to much more
detailed discussion during the remainder of the session,

There is one final comment I would lilke to make which I believe is a significant breakthrough
in furthering our cooperative efforts in technical information activities. This is a press release put out
by the United States' Department of Defense on October 15, 1970, which I would like to quote in its entirety.

NEWS RELEASE No. 819-70 15 October 1970
Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense Public Affairs
Washington D. C. 20801

DOD ACTS TO MAKE MORE INFORMATION AVAILABLE
TO GENERAL PtBLIC AND TECHNICAL COMMUNITY

Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird announced today new actions taken recently to accelerate
achievement of the Department' s objective of making more information available to the general
public and the technical commurity, consistent with national security.

Specific actions taken include: [-

1. Institution of procedures to assure that only that Defense technology which clearly needs
to be protected in the national interest bear a security classification and that such security clas-
sifications be retained for the shortest possible time.

This new policy raea-w that security classification decisions will be reached only after considera- V
tion of competing advantages and disadvantages. In the past, major emphasis for classificition
has generally been placed cn the possble benefit of the information to potential enemies without
consideration of the benefits which could accrue to• the Un Led States government, industry and
domestic community, and our allies through open and effective technology dissemination. Now,
both reasons must be considered in making the classification decision.

2. Initiation of a number of programs designed to declassify existing technological informa-
tion which no longer needs to be classified.

These actions, whicL will reduce or avoid costs within Defense and industry by eliminating a
significant amount of security maintenance expenses, will also make many previously classified
technical reports available to the scientific, academic and technical community.

3. Virtual elimination on technical reports of the use of statement which limit distribution
of those documents, whether classified or unclassified, to only selected segments of the Govern-

ment community.

These limiting statements have previously restricted certain documents to small project or

special interest groups. The impact of this action can be jud6ed by the number of Defense

technica' reports now being withheld, because of limiting statements, from the Department
of Conimex-ce' s Nationzl Technical Inforr'etlon Service (NTIS), the primary outlet for Depart-

ment of Defense technical information to the public. Of the approximately 45, 000 Defense
technical documents prepared each year, some 1.7 percent are withheld for security classifica-
tion reasons while some 39 percent are unclassified but withheld because the originator has
placed a limitation on the report' s distribution.
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The nA result of these major policy changes will be a revitalization of applying all the factors

involved in the Department of Defense security procedures and more effectively transfer

Department of Defense technology within Government and the private sector. Also, these

actions witl assist in further reducing technology communications barriers with our allies

and enhance international cooperation.

END
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1-he I-eturrs disxass l~afto-aaior.n~~ Centers (IAC's) in tbree parts: toacept. mission.an
-a'- S- $ince •t is an arta. of exiltindS ciest•tic sas trecaical ilformatiom serwices varying from

•. .'ti• msi•; Library. sph gec:ial librarie and dcmeat depat• to lAC's. e fixMt portten of
!'.e lecture •nasir-rs vbat M 1C IS. hCV it reJates to ot!er information services. Aad 'tS f-idntal
C- ect-2r. llacs Zae employe!4 as visual aids.

-Le second portion of :he series trvat.% the Idea of the mi•ison ef an IMC. Accepting CA- that
the participants, understand the Idea of an IAC. and bw it relates t0 otacr speciulit-d infou o• ros
serw:-es. the niss$,n of au 1AC is coesidered in the light of Its users. or peer group, how unpubilabed
!L.r.-tio3n is ;qtaited ani ;rsed. and bft feedbaoc helps the tAC ac•iew its sasios. Tun eLa'gnceament
ivppor.ed ILA are describec. -!.a* with one Sg,-rernm center.

"IS-e third •rtlo- of the series considers operatio-asi aspects (adainistrationm a •d ,anameýt)
of A !Ac-. Uased on close contact '%th over a dozen operatig IACOs. the lectutr.ts relate actual
exptziences perta•ning to the recr,'Lsent an.! ritizatiom of competent re-aerCh scientists and engineers

in infor--..tin aralysis work. advzatags of vorking it an 1A. environment, ky problems in day-to-day
operation. and the ev*r present problem of money.
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Concept

Slide Nr I clearly shows the state of a person's feelings when he is confronted with the array
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The second slide shows the two major deterrents that prevent anyone from determining the sum
total of all information centers and services as well as the total state of knowledge in any particular
subject. It will be noticed that there are two main deterrents to the ultimate capability for knowledge
transfer. These two deterrents are 'need-to-know" which is a defense oriented requirement, and
"proprietary Linformation" which is a "dollar" oriented requirement. Obviously, nations have information
in science and technology which they cannot release to the general public. This information we call
defense oriented. The requirement not to release this information to the public whether it be purely
in defense or a uatter pertaining to international relation3 is widely accepted.

The second deterrent to maximum knowledge is caused by proprietary information. Whenever an
t industrial organization develops scientific or technical information which would provide that organi-

zation with a ccmpetitive advantage, a technological advance, or a completely now piece of hardware, the
organization will not release this information until it either has obtained patent protection or a
copyright.

Both defense oriented and proprietary information deterrents certainly prevent anyone from
obtaining a total picture in any particular area. However, by the utilization of a sci~atif ic or
technical information analysis center it is quite possible to intellectually compensate for that
information not readily available. Having mentioned the two deterrents, we believe that our state of
knowledge regarding the U. S. information centers and services approaches 90%, whereas our kn~owledge
of information centers and services in the balance of the world we would estimate to be of the order of
20%.

Slide Nr 3 shows the array Of scientific and technical information services and centers in
the U. S. This slide, with its impreisive number of special libraries and libraries, abstracting
and indexing services, information analysis centers, and document depots, is Illustrative of the
problem facing anyone who wants to obtain selected information. Adding to these numbers the thousands
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of technical reports being produced annually, the tens of thousands of scientific and techaiical articles
being reported by the primary journals, and the literally hundreds of seminars and symposia with their
proceedings, one can't help but develop a feeling of hopeless futility. Not only does one not know
where to go to get the information or data he needs, but also he doesn't know which one of these
facilities is most likely to serve him best. Finally, most technical people don't appreciate the
differences among these several types of information services.

In order to artive at an understanding of how an information analysis center diffErs from
tne other information servi.ces which are available, we are going to present a series of definitions.
These definitionR are simply for the purpose of explaining what we mean by the terms we are using.

A COLLECTION OF BOOKS AND SIMILAR
MATERIAL ORGANIZED AND ADMINISTERED
FOR READING, REFERENCE, AND STUDY

Slide Nr 4 contains our definition of a library, which is a collection of books and similar
material organized and administered for reading, reference, and study. Libraries are not information
analysis centers, as will become clear as our briefing unfolds.

The next type of information service which is widely known is the referral center as shown in
Slide Nr 5.

EIFPEIUL CNTER

AN ORGANIZATION FOR DIRECTING SEARCHES ih
FOR INFORMATION AND DATA TO SUITABLE
SOURCES SUCH AS LIBRARIES, DOCUMENT
DISSEMINATION CENTERS, INFORMATION
ANALYSIS CENTERS, DATA EXCHANGE CENTERS,
AND INDIVIDUALS

S-=

Our definition is, a referral center is an organization for directing searches for infornation
an data to suitable sources such as libraries, document dissemination centers, information analysis
centerv, data exchange centers, and individuals. In the United States a typical example of & referral
center is the Naticnal Referral Center for Science and Technology located at the Library of Congress
in Washington, D. C. This referral canter is primarily concerned with directing individuals or
organi:ations to specialized sources of scientific and technical information anylfhere throughout the
United States.
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AN ORGANIZATIOA WHICH SELECTS, ACQUIRES,
STORES, AND RETRIEVES SPECIFIC DOCUMENTS,
AND, IN ADDITION, ANNOUNCES, ABSTRACTS,
INDEXES, AND DISSEMINATES DOCUMENTS IN
RESPONSE TO REQUESTS

Slide Nr 6 contains our definition of a document dissemination center. A docrment dissem-
ination center is an organization which selects, acquires, stores, and retrieves specific documents
and in addition announces abstracts and indexes, and disseminates documents in response to requests.

Slide Nr 7 indicates three major U. S. Government document depots, for example, the Defense
Documentation Center which stores the technical reports produced by the United States Department of
Defense Research and Development effort; the scientific aid technical information facility of NAM,
which stores the technical reports produced by NASA's scientific and technical R0D program. The third
document dissemination depot represented on our slide is the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and
Technical Information. The Clearinghouse primarily stores that information which is Unclassified and
unlimited, and produced by any organization of the Federal Government. The information so stored is
announced 7or Sale to the U. S. Public and to the World. Reports purihased can be either hard copy or
in a micro-form.

In Slide Nr 8 we show our definition of an information analysis center. An information
analysis center is an organization directed toward the collection oC technical information and data
in a specific area of effort, and its evaluation and filtering into a oarm of condensed data, suamaries,

state-of-the-art reports. The balance of iux presentation will be concerned vith elaborating the
concept, the mission, and the operation of an information analysis center.
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INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER

AN ORGANIZATION DIRECTED TOW'ARD THL
O)LLECTION OF TECHNICAL INFOR4ATION
AND DATA IN A SPECIFIC AREA OF EFFO0T
AND ITS EVALUATION AND FILTERING WTO
A FORM OF CONDENSED DATA, SUMMAIDES

OR STATEOF-.THE.NT REPORTS

Information analysis centers were created to overcome three major problems in scientific and
technical information transfer namely:

(1) the variety of ways in which information can be originated, wheLher through
primary journals, secondary Journals, letters, trip reports, technical rapcrts,
person-to-person, proceedings, or phone messages, each with its attendant

different time lapses

(2) scientists and engineers impatience with great masses of paper (most
scientists and engineers would rather create new data or information from
the laboratory than submit themselves to the drudgery of plowing through the
plethora of stored infocmation resources, many of which we've already
mentioned)

and (3) management's critical need to know what the state of the art is now.

These three circumstances or problems still exist toeay and will exist indefinitely. And
while it is clear that these problems can be overcome through the use of an information analysis center,
the cost of such a center precludes their existing except in those areas where there is some combinatior,
cf real need, great research and development activity, and progressive enlightened munagement.

Slide Mr 9 shows a number of pamphlets of information analysis centers sponsored by the
U. S. Department of Defense. Since iediately after World War II information analysis centers have
been growing in the United States at the rate of appioximately seven per year. NASA has bu;at numerous
c,'tera, tht Atomic Energy Cosmission has created over 20, the Department of Defense has roughly 20,
the Departuent of Health, Education, and Welfare has built in exiress of 20, the Department of
Agriculture has several, as have numerous other Government agencies and depurtments. 1he U. S.
Private Sector has created numerous new informetion analysis centerg. some to serve only a partictilar
company, others to serve groups, for example: Tha Copoer Development Association's Technical Data
Center located at Battelle, Columbus. All of these canters, we must renemher, have come Into being
while other information services continue to develop, for example the Library of Congress, the National
Library of Medicine, the National Agricultural Libr.ary, the Defense Documcntation Center, the
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Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information. These libraries and document depots

continue to grow end to automate, and at the same time, secondary services such as Chemical Abstracts

Service, Blo-Abstracts Service, American Institute of Physics, the IEEE, the American Institute of

Astronautics and Aeronautics, modernize and cooperate. While all these information services are

developing, new primary journals are born, other primary journals expand, shrink, or die and certainly

the number of society meetings, seminars, and all such continue to be held with consistent and
certainly not decreasing regularity.

Raison" d'etre

In view of the discussion thus far, a fair question, frequently raised, is Why Then An

Information Analysia Center? Let's consider for a moment what it means to have all these information
services that we've previously discussed such as a library, a special library, a documentation center,
a referral center, thousands of journals and millions of articles, abstracting and indexing services,
and our depots. Instead of answering the question direct, let's ask some naw questions. Who is going
to study all of the information being produced? Who is going to compress all of the information in

any one subject area to ascertain what is going on, especially if he's using information from the

published journals, most of which is already two years old? Who, with the fast turnover in personnel

among organizations in Government, really knows what is going on in any particular subject anywhere

in his own country as well as in the world? And in what subject areas do we really have to know what

is going on? Is it to be expected that the average scientist and engineer can possibly know everything

going on in his specialty?

Most of us have to answer these questions in the negative sense; that is we really don't
know what's going on throughout the world. But in many subject areas wherein there is great research
and development activity and wherein-there is a real need for a particular nation or a particular
induatry to make real progress, it is required that some one or more persons get on with the serious
business of analyzing not only the published literature but any other input they can get. For this

reason then, several nations and many industries have created information analysis centers. Utilizing
not only the published literature but an entire array of other kinds of inputs such as trip reports,
telephone calls, informal communications in the forms of letters, the foreign literature, as well as

primary journals and face to face contact, compressions and analyses are produced by formally organized

facilities whose main objectives are to determine what is going on.

This then is the raiso6 d'etre, or the basic concept, behind an information analysis center.
It is an organization of one or more scientists, engineers, and information specialists, comitted at
least part time Lo providing to a specialized audience the intellectual service of acquiring,

evaluating, integrating, condensing, and analyzing available information or data pertaining to a

specific mission. The center provides answers to technical questions and prevides to its specialized

audience authoritative and timely data arrays, analyses, monographs, or state-of-the-art reports.

Slide Nr 10 shows a list of information analysis centers being developed within the National Standards

Reference Data System.

iAMNA.L STANMARDS RVERENC
ATA YSTfLM

a NtU LAR
* ATOMIt MOL&JLAR
* SOLID STATES* '"IERMODYN AJI¢S 4'rRANSrOR¶

*CNRWOAL IINFLTUCS
NUML~l 4 SURFACI PROPERIMS

* MECRAMiALX PROPEWTU.S

COII• F ,JX
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Mission

SII

Slide Nr 11 is being used to introduce this portion of our briefing in which the mission of in
information analysis center will be described. Notice in this slide that the word analysis is emphasized.
Throughout the United States this word differentiates the information analysir center as an information
service from all other information services such as libraries, document depots, referral. centers, and
abstracting and indexing services. The mission of an information analysis center is accomplished by
the judicious application of effort to three main functions: namely, acquisition, storage and retrieval,

and produc:tion, The objectives of the mission of the information analysis center are pursued through
a series of scientific or engineering tasks involving one or more disciplines. Knowledgeable
professional scientists or engineers are used to direct the acquisition function. The professionai is
used to obtain unpublished information as well as analyze published information. Obviously, this
requires traveling, but traveling btimulates the analyst, it helps keep him in close contact with his
professional peers and it provides him with added insight into the information needs of his technical
associates. Also, utilizing a professional scientist or engineer to acquire unpublished information
serves to announce the analysis center mission and to emphasize its technical orientation. The
acquisition function is depictA in our twelfth slide, which as you can see is colored red for danger.

The mission of an information analysis center cannot be achieved without an ag&ressive and continuing
acquisition prngram. Once the center has developed its sources ot information, some of which may
be as old as two years, but many others of which are as currcnt as today, the center priceeds to its
next function namely, storage and retrieval.
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Slide Nt 13 is colored yellow for caution. In achieving the mission of an information analysis center
it must be kept in mind that the main objective is to turn out analyses, not to spend all of your
resources building a glamorous system or storing and retrieving information through the use of
sophisticated devices. It is a very easy matter to become so preoccupied with the techniques and
problems of the processing of information itself that one loses his recognition, of the objective,
that the job at hand is to analyze, not just to store and retrieve. This viewpoint is further
emphasized in our fourteenth slide which is colored green, for production, or for money. The point
being - if your analyses are not well received, you are out of business.

R[TRIEVAL am mAm a

PRODUCTION

SPECIAL REPORTS
plows -OTHER

PROINCTS

REQUESTER CUSTOMERS REGULMAR CUSTOMERS

Our twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth slides were as you will recall colored red for danger
(acqub'•ition), yellow for caution (storage and retrieval), and green for production or (money). These
three colors are the same colors that are in most U. S. traffic lights.
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In a sense the overall operation of an infotmation analysis center Is represented by our
fifteenth slide; let's consider this slide. We see & scientist/engineer dressed somewhat like
Sherlock Holmes searching for the latest inputs in the are which be is analyziog. Having been given
a specific assignment by his management, te scientist/engineer utilizes the Information available In
his storaes sand retrieval system as his starting point. For example, a typical 8asiscla~t could easily

be to determine the latest state-of-thg-art in high-temperature metals development, and to recommend
areas of research for continued development of Improved alloys for jet engine turbine buckets. Clearly
the latest work in this area is un;ttblished. Hence our avalyst, finding out from the published literature
who is dol8g the best research, where, and at what facility, will start to acquire directly from these
people new unpublished information for use in his study. He will carefully integrate, analyze,
synthesize, and compress not only the unpublished inforoation he has obtained, but also that information
which is pertinent and in his storage system. Once his snalysis has reached a roti.h-draft stage, he
frequettly sends copies to other authorities who enjoy providing a critique of his effort. The result
of the analysis is a state-of-the-art. a monograph, or a review. It is an intellectual contribution.
frequently providing a ncw view of where we are, and where we should go. It always is a compression or
repackaging of many, %any items of information, some from the foreign literature, some domestic, som
unpublished. And It always saves all the otber technical people interested in the subject from having
to read the heterogenous literature pertinent to the topic.

To further discuss the mission aspect of an Information Analysis Center. three Battelle
operated center& will be described; one is a U. S. Departasct oZ Defense sponsored center, one an
industrial sponsored center, and the third, a Battelle sponsored center. Details on these centers are
eliminated here in the interest of saving space.

Operation

Like all other technical people with msuagemnet responsibilities, we have developed a
nuaber if management and administrative principles applicable to information analysis centers. Same
of our principles may not be unique to Information analysis centers; Indeed, sam could well apply to
other scieutific and technical organizations. Whether they do or not you will have to decide, since
the principles we will discuss have been based primarily on our experiences with information analysis
centers operating in an applied research labcratory enviroent.

One fundamental principle in operating an information analysis center is that the director
of the center =ost be a technical man. He should have had considerable rce.arch experience, and should
have developed a favorable reputation among his peer &roup in his chosen field of technology. Thir

is an absolute necessity if the inforaaticn analysis center is to be considered other than simply a
library. It is also necessary In order that the information analysis center technical staff receive a
wholehearted reception as they go about their business of obtainirg unpublished information. Our
experiences indicate that a technical specialist is perfectly willing to discuss with another technical
man things he is doing, including things which have not yet been published. But the interviewee is
not likely to have too such patience with a person whom he Identifies as beins technically incompetent.
Furthermore, 3nd obvious-y, any product of the information analycis center is more likely to be well
received by the techmical group for which it is intended if that technical group knows of and respects

the authors.

swcs" fi
Ccnforma;•

Slide 16 emphasizes the point which we have just been describing. Absolutely, the key
elenent in the operation of an information analysis center is the utilization of competent scientific
or tec1nical analysts. It is almost impossible to over emphasize this element.



Generally speaking, scientists and engineer@ do not relish a steady diet of informatton
analysis work. Of course there are sow ex(ceptions but Irn the main competent proiessionals are
reluctanc to participate In Inf ormation analysts :!enter work. The 'reaionlz a competent scientist or
zngineer gives are indicated in Slide 17.

W~hv I Dadt Want To be
An information A"u*g,rwt
L. The work is boin

2. KEEPS .'a frMi IWborafory

10-f-L~.'u0 Pr~lfe*JkM4IJy

44L 1e.1' tir -;ear. 1%;Nm

The reasons, an Wnicared In our Slide. very clearly suggest the second Important principle in the
operation of an information analysis center, that is. obtain and maintain the :Interest of competent
professionals.

To obtain and keep the kinds of scientists and engineers you need In information analysis
center work we have assemled a number of operational principles which we are indicating in Slide Nr 18.
which follows.

We onide tat hee oertin pINcpe mstbresabysudineVhveenaleodvlp

an ifora~in aalyss cntercade o sMom~eftin Vof the mordroo5 cetssadegnes h

are engaged * at leas6 partu time, inm .om tio analysi cantev ok

work,~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~r ail folo-o oprtn1rnil sntt forget totytiepna eso neetd ld 9

Which ollosider aaz thas alshiporan operating principle. utb esnbysudsnew aebe bet eeo



empatiall tht te eperenc ha dne thue fllwingthingsu~ fo hm

Ui
Uf

e(htiabyta the experience has dmpoved thei fcllowingt things for cthem

Scientists and engineercs who have participated in information analysis center work wl~l state

(a) the experience has broadened their view of science and technology

Cb) the experience has improv~ed their capabi•!ty to cczonicate

(c) the experience provided then with the opportunity to master a particular
technical topic at a faster rate than otherwise practical

(d) participating in information analysis center work has made them more
aware of the value of foreign literature

(e) in accomplishing state of the art analyses they have frequently identified
areas of needed research, which they in turn had the opportunity to accomplish

and (f) because they have accomplished state-of-the-art enalyces they are not
obsolete or technologically inbred.

This last fact is so Important for scientists and engineers who are in large organizations that we have
pictured this advantage in Slide Nr 20.

. S

We will conclude our briefins with a few comments about the cost of information analysis
centers. They are expensive, varying from a small center with an annual cost of $60,000 to a large
center having an operating budget in excess of $1,000,000. The size of a center's budget largely
reflects its scope. That is, the broader the scope, the more technical people required, and of course,
the more doll&rs required. We know of several private information analysis centers operated by U. S.
industry which exceed $1,000,000 per year annual budget, and we have two information analysis centers
at our laboratory that have annual budgets In this range. However, most information analysis centers
in the United States operated with an annual budget in range of from $150,000 to $250,000.



~''--CS :e It IS :lIe.*g '&Lst I.!o~tIru.im -."seter$ are justIf~eýai whe
-:ecr is *s a.ercscaxch .amo dce-mlcveri activity. iibee there I* a !arg boy of Laio-ptio

:es &~rng An whe zere Is &a argency that t-ecr-soogical ptr!5ress be aede. Uhen these ?.LT*V
c.I~:J~~Ma ~o.,Mer exisat. an inforinctee amalysis center Is not justified rtostwise.

;lIde Z1 Is presented Ea indicate a topic of widespread interest Is the United States.

At present * the Faderal Covermwwt ol the Visited States supports approminttely 1168 Wernation
arhazysis centers. The cost o~f op rat iag these ceatecs teadv, to rise as a*,-- s'ientists an engineers
direct their informotlen needs to ..eese, centers.. A debate Is 'mdermy as the qoestL- - shnuld
goveremmt information analysis centers cisarge for their services! The questiva bas eat yet been
resolved.
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FUNDING INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTERS

by

G.S.Simpson, Jr.
Battelle Memorial Institute

Columbus Laboratories
Columbus, Ohio, USA

Introduction

Many scientists and engineers who obtain real understanding about. the concept and operation
of IAC' s say, "Great - I need one tool"

After that statement, the following sequence of events could occur:

(1) Scientists or engineers of like interests have a governmental, professional society, or
industrial meeting - and from that meeting comes a committee.

(2) The committee has the task of studying whether their peer group needs an IAC - which
it does!

(3) The committee reports its findings to the Heirarchy - and a resolution is pass0 - to wit -
we need an IAC.

(4) Another committee is formed, and assigned the task of drawing up a plan for the needed IAC.

(5) The Planning Committee draws up the plan - and submits it tj the general meeting - which
endorses the Plan.

(6) At another general meeting, another committee is created to implement the plan - and thats
the end of that - because the committee can' t raise the money to get the IAC plan implemented.

The point of this brief - and not really factual - introduction is to emphasize (1) that IAC' s
are expensive, (2) that adequate funding is difficult to obtain and keep, and (3) that IAC' s canno be justi-
fied for every aspect of science and engineering.

Another point I would like to emphasize early in this discussion is - its a discussion whose
content is based on a paucity of facts as to costs. Not withstanding 20 years of promoting, designing,
operating, and studying IAC' s, I have been unable to accumulate detailed cost data - except on those
centers we ourselves operate. And even for these, I cannot really give precise figures, for the simple
reason costs are kind of personal.

Nevertheless, what I will present is reliable, the cost figures reasonable, although broad, and
the funding methods are representative of IAC' s In the USA.

General

The annual operating budgets of IAC' s in the USA range from $40, 000 to in excess of $2, 000, 000.
Their staff size clearly varies widely too, from less than a professional man year per year, to dozens
of professional man years per year.

Information/Input figures of IAC' s range from several hundred per year to thousands per
month, while the specialized user audience (recipients of the IAC products) vary from several hundred
to several thousand.

Most IAC' s use ADP support, although a few are so narrow in scope, and their annual informa-
tion inputs so small, computer support is not necessary. Practically all IAC' s use SDI of some type -
whether computer based or manual - so as to provide their specialized user audience a current awareness
service. A large percentage of IAC' s provide also accession lists, selective abstracts, bibliographic
retrospective search capabilities, data evaluation, and manipulations, and consultation. Visitors with
appropriate bonafides are welcomed by every IAC.

Who Fuvds IAC' s?

The Federal Government of the US, through its Departments, Administrations, bureaus, and
agencies, fund IAC' s. State Governments do likewise. Private industry funds a surprisingly large
number of IAC' s, while groups of private industries with similar information needs also fund IAC' s.
Universities fund others, and private research institutions, such as Battelle-Columbus Laboratories,
supports several IAC' s itself, while at the same time operating Centers for sponsors on contract.

There is a strong belief among some circles in the US that most IAC' s are funded by Govern-
ment (there are roughly 119 such centers). The fact is that private resources support a greater number
of IAC' s than does the US Government. However, even though there are a few private industry centers

.................... . . . . . . .
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operating with budgets In excess of $1, 000, 000/year, the biggest JACs in the U.S. are understandably
Government supported - for example - National Space Science Data Center, National Weather Records
Center, or National Oceanographic Data Center.

How doy•ou know if you need an [AC?

Those of us who are convinced that an [AC is the way for scientists and engineers to over-
come their "information dilemma" are equally convinced we can, after appropriate study tell when
an [AC is needed. However, short of a study, there are a few rather obvious general guidelines that
can be used to decide whether an [AC should be seriously considered.

Yirst, there must be a significant R&D effort underway, involving at a minimum several hundred
scientists or engineers whose efforts are directed toward an identifiable and specified objective. For
example, if one assumes as I do that infantile paralysis (polio) can be largely prevented by Salk or Sabin
innoculations, then an [AC on such a topic is unnecessary. If, for example, there are 500 scientists and
engineers in NATO countries conducting R&D on air or marine pollution, or water resources management,
or food preservation, or cancer chemotherapy, then a real probability exists that an [AC should be ser-
iously considered. That is, a study should be conducted to define precisely what the [AC should do, how
it should be designed, what the user audience really needs, and how to fund the [AC.

Next, because of the seemingly expensive nature of an [AC, there must be real pressure (nat-
ional or international) for significant progress. There are, as you all know, some research activitiee
which, w important, are not under great pressure lo achieve practical results as soon as possible.

Other R&D programs are pressured - generally by cultures, societies, industries, and Govern-
ments - to move along at a fast rate. Without being specific, there is an [AC concerned, believe it or
not, with research to improve , particular type of garden flower. Now to the lovers of this particular
flower (who support their [AC), improvement in the flower is worthwhile - but not really critical. If
they want to pay for an [AC - bless them - it's their money.

The industrially supported centers I am familiar with utilize their [AC to guide the development
of new products, new technological processes, patents, and new R and D efforts. In order to help keep
the Company competitive, it is clear the [AC must produce sigrdificant results. Similarly, Govermnents
have real need for rapid progress in many areas. For example, within the past several years, the
Department of HEW, of the USA has initiated a number of 1AC' s in areas of education - such as adult
education, rural education and library and information sciences. These IAC' s represent a reinforcement
of the trend in knowledge transfer in the US, a trend that clearly recognizes that to be effective, know-
ledge must be compressed, correlated, and analyzed by experts. Further evidence of this is indicated
by the NIH also creating [AC' s - such as in Parkinson' s disease, and diseases of the human sensors -
such as hearing and vision.

What to do?

Once a group of scientists and engine'ers have accomplished a scoping study, and can demon-
strate an IAC is justified - to obtain funding requires convincing management - in short - selling them
on the idea and its desirability. Our experience is that this is not easy - particularly in an era of
shrinking R&D activity. But - some areas of R&D are increasing. And it is in these areas where
an [AC becomes necessary.

If the management directing these .1cr easing R&D programs is enlightened, it will support the
establishment of an [AC - providing you make it crystal clear just what an [AC is - and does. If manage-
ment gets the impression you are talking about another special library, you will surely have problems.
Managers and directors of large R&D programs are quick to see not only the technical value - but also
the management value of an [AC. They, possibly more so than anyone else in the effort, want to optimize
the rate of progress in their program. Once they realize that an [AC significantly increases their capa-
bility for optimized progress, you will have all the support you need.

How big should an IAC be?

O0ace it is agreed that an LAC will indeed contribute to the optimization of research progress thru
improved knowledge transfer, the question always arises - how much will it cost? There are no pat
answers to the question - and few scientists and engineers who have studied the general problem will
agree. Depending on how careful one is in identifying all the real costs (for example - some [AC' s
get expert help at no cost to them) the cost of an [AC is from 1 to 3 percent of the cost of the R&D effort
itself. Two percent provides sufficient funds so that information acquisition, processing, analysis, and
dissemination is literally on a current basis. One percent permits a significant contribution but only
in selected areas.
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Some examples:

If there are 200 scientists anc: engineers devoted to R&D with a particular mission - such as a
part of pollution - the in takes the equivalent of 2 to obtain and synthesize selected areas of the knowledge -
and 4 to really stay on top of it all.

Things to remember

Obtaining funding for [AC' a is more difficult than one aý first concludes.

IAC' s are expensive - but nevertheless the trend is toward more and more centers where the
need for progress is real.

Management will fund IAC' s if the scientists and engineers who need the center clearly indicate
what a center is and does - and cost it realistically.
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RESUME

Apr~s un bref rappel de la situation du Service dans I1 entreprise
et du droulement de la chaine documentaire, on examine 1' automatisation:
les raisons qui y ont ameng, 1' 6tablisst.ment et la structuration du thesaurus,
le traitement de I' information documentaire. On insiste sur la necessite
pour un centre sp6cialis6 de constituer un reseau de traitemcnt et d' appar-
tenir lui-mgme I ur. r~seau ext6rieur pour une meilleure rentabilit6. On
termine par quelques chiffres sur le prix de revient de la documentation
automatique.

SUMMARY

After a brief description of the place occupied and the part played
by the Service within the firm, and of the operating procedure of the
documentation chain, its automatization is discussed: the reasons which
led to it, the creation and structural organization of the thesaurus,
documentary data processing. The necessity for a specialized centre to
set up a processing xietwork and to belong itself to an outside network for
better cost-effectiveness is emphasized. Finally, a few figures are pro-
vided to illustrate the cost of automatic documentation.

--.. . . . . . -. ,...-,., * . . .... *
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UN CENTRE BE DOCEUhENrATION SPECIALTISE

SON ORGANISATION - SES METHODES -SON EFFICACIT.E

Y. J. Roeper

1. SITIUATION DANS IA SOCIFME

La Socidtd Nationale Industrielle AERO9PATIAIE eat n~o i le r janvior 1970 de la fusion de
Sud-Aviation, Nord-Aviation et SEREB. Ella a tin capital de 400 millions de franca, un chiffre
d'affairea de 3 milliarda de franc:, des :ffectifs de 42 000 peraonnes. Sea activit~s couvrent

- lea aviona militaireB et commerciatix

- lea angine tactsiques

- lea syatbmes balistiques at apatiatix.
Cotta dernibre activit6 relbve de la Division des Systbmes Baliatiquas at Spatiaux quid regroupe
cinq dtabliasements, deux qui formnaient l'ancionne SEREB, deux provanant de Sud-Aviation at un
provanant do Nord-Aviation, troia d' ontre atti sont situde dane la r6gion parisienne, tin & Cannes,
tin autre en Aquitaine.

Cotta Division ass~ure la maitrise d'oeuvre des deux systkmes balistiques do ddfenae par dissuasion
SSBS at MSBS. Ellaeaot 6galement charg6e do la conception at da 2.a production do systkmes do lancetirs
apatiatix et de satellites.

Cleat l'ancien service do documentation de la SEREB qui a 6t6 charg6 d'assurer la documentation at
1 'Information aui niveati de la Division, en liairion avec des correspondents dana les Etablissements.

2. ROLE

la r8le fondaisontal n'a paa 4t inodifi4 par la formation de 11AEROSPAT11IiZ, seulos les modalit~a
do fonctionnoment ont dO 6tro adapt~es au'x Etablissements et un rdseau documentaire eat Mis
progressivement our pied.

Le fonctionnement de base eat classique
- acquisition et stockago des documents eux-4meso,

-stockage do l'information contenue dans lea documents,
- restitution do cotta information (fig. 1)

Les matdriaux documentaires sont do daux sortes
-L~s documents externes soit sous forme primaire, o'oat-h-dire lea livres,
lea rapporta d'organiamea tale qua fa NASA, l'AIAA, lea articles do
revues adlectionnda par nos soina, soit sous forme secondaire, c'est-A&-
dire en provenance do bulletjins de rdsum~s, coume celui du CEDOCAH, lea
USORM, etc.

-lea documents internes, c'est-&-dire los notes tachniqups dmises at regues
au titre dea programmes qui sont du ressort do la Division.

Paralhlblment, le service de dccumentation examine lea donumelits, a~lectionne coux qui eont
int6ressants at 5.tocke l'information qulils contiennent, constituent ainai fichiora et. dossiers.

I& restitution des informations stocic4es se fait do deux fa.gons
-systdmatiquement, par dna bulletins, coumme le bulletin bibliograp~hique at l~e bulletin "Informat'.ons
Engins Espace". Il s'agit 1L~ d'une documentation pormanento.
& la demands, en r~pondant par recherche r~trospective & does questions ap~cifiquea posdes par leas
utilisateura. ILa rdponso oat aoit tine luste bibl~ographique v~rifide, soit tine synth~ae
documentaire.J

On voit sour la partie droite do Ia figure las niveaux auxquela 1' ordiliataur pout tintervenir
-stockage do 1'infcormation sour disquos at bandes magndtiques, cotta information dtant atiasi blen
dos donndes bibliogrephiques qua des mota-clis d~crivant 'a contenti des documents,

-restitution do l'information sous form. do fichiars (atiteura, organismes), do bulletins
bibliographiques *t do recherches documontaires.

Nous nous bornerona dona cat expos6 & l'aapect automatisation do la docuimentation.

3. AUTOM4AT13ATION
Quand nous avona ddcidd d'autosiatiaer notre documentation, nous aviona tin fichier manual do 70 000

donuments indaxds au moyan do la Classi~fication Ddcimale Astronautique (fig. 2).
11. a'agit d'tin plan do classement en 10 chapitres, divi~ds chacun on 10 classes, oux-mimeo subdivieds
en 10 groupes. (1 000 rubriques aui total)



I6aUICe fichier a .5ervi h~ 116tablisaenent du tVhuaarus. Nous l1avons traitd rubrique par

j-niqje, aain 1,,roupant les ru~briques par grands demaines d'activit~s, rcmem si elles dtalent
itapersees i~ins asa chapitres diff~iients, cc)h aff~n d'vi~ter de constrtuire le th~oauruo en fonction

Iii uan de vlIassemerlt.
Chcque- 'icl a du i ~rther- cia~sique comportant un r~auin6, ii auftisait de l'anal~yfsr pour

en oxtraire lea descripteuw-, pulii L meau±'e que 1'efl avangait dans le traitement de la rubrique,

3'6~tabllir lea relaticns s6rtantiques qui 'limpesaient.
Di passalit ensuite, aux diff~rent#.s rubriquesi d~un mgine domains, on pouvait 4tablir le

thiesaaunis de proche en prodie.
A mesure que -..e voi~abulaire d'ur chapitre se d~veloppait.ý nous cherchions is fil directeur

ý3. liaisons ý ktablir entre lea diff~rents termes, h l1aide de graphi'ques illustrant l'organisation

s~mantique des descripteura dul domaine conaiddrd. Cea schdmsa directeurs priwý5entent l'avanta~gs de

visualiser uic g-arna nombre de liaisons sous tin volume riduit, uls sont une base ., ddpart claire.

Ges repr~sentations ne sent pas fig~esaet lora do 116volution du vocanuls5.re, lea ternes nouveaux

peir'snt 9tre facilement sitiie's dans ce cadre (fie. 13).

Cette m~thode s~quentielle pr~sente plusietirs avantagea

- notro fichier L'efl~tant toua lea domaines d' int6r~t do la SEREB, nous dtiona A~re d'extraire
tous les deveriptuurs qu! neus int~ressaient at uniquement ceux-1h,

- le choix du degr6 de finesae des descripteurs e4tait dicti par Ie volume dea fiches
traiter,

- hon.onymie, s:ynenymie, polys~mie apparaissalent ismmdiatement, qu'elles aoient dues ýL des

6volutions du langage ou 6 des terminologies diff4rentes suivant lea auteurs,
- 1.1 6tait possible de trai~ter un nombre important de fiches avec un nombre r~duit de
documents,
Ei, eft'et, lorsqu'une rubrique ni'apportait plusa de deacripteura nouveaux depuis un certain

temps, il suffiaait de regarder rapidement lea fiches reatantes at de traiter uniquament

cellea *4ui appertaient des Id~es nouvelles,
Isl pertinence dtait nettement aisdliorde, car on d~piatait facilement, au moment do

1'itablissement du th~saurus, lea documents traitant du mgme sujet qiii 4ftaient aralyasa

par des descripteurs diff~rents at on pouvait introduire inmm~diatemen~t lea relations

s~mantiques qui 6vttaient qua oareil caa puisse ase repreduire.

Ije th~aaurus comprend actuellement 8 000 termes at 12 000 liaisons.

Indey-atioi. des docum~nts - Langage d~ocumentaire
L'iadexatior. eat l1'expression du corntenu des documents aui moyon do dw~cripteurs (nomis et

adJectifa) avec ou sans indication de relation logique entre ces mets. Lvindexeur relbve dana le

titre et le r~sum4 lea mots, expressions, ayntagmes (*) qui semblent importanta at lea transorit du

Langage naturael en langage doci-nentaire. Ltindexaur doit utiliser l'acquis linguistique ddjbL tonstituC.

Les terres chcaisi doivent 8tre d'uaage orurant et ref l~ter au maximum le langage natural; de plus,

uls doivent 8tre spdcifiquesaet pr6cis.
les syntagmes permettent:

-de pr~ciser lea s,.= de +termea vagues cormme analyse, en dormant lour domaine d'applioation
analyse chimique, an-.lyse mr~th2matique,
-d16liminer des ambi~ult~s du type : m~cani us rationnalle, vibration m~oaniqueqia
trouvent diatinguges (nom ot ad~ecti~f- t~tcrits diff~remment),

- de denner un emhryen deo syntaxue.
Conventicnnellement, ,kous avenas appeld oem le premier terme, dit encore gouverneur, et

Pdjeci ifs, lea argunents qvU Is caract~risent.

Pr~sentation des donn~es

Etablissament des bordereaux

riour chaque document, l'indexeur dcrlZ win bordareau (fig. 4~) dans lequel ii1Sindique lea

descripteurs et lea liaisons de hi~rarnhie, de synonymie, ou autres qua lou sugghre 1e document.

Cos berdereaux sent ensuite tranai'ormdo en cartes purfor~es qui sent converties en une bande
"documents" d'ot. d6coule t~ut ie traitement ult4vieur.

Listes rurnues

Doe prograimmes ap.propri~s permetteat d' imprimer trois hastes
- tine haste "documents" qui eat la copie des bc-rdereaux (rig. 5),
- tine liate "lexique" qui donne le dictionnaire des deacriptour aemployda avec letir fr~quence

d'util.isation at le numiro des documents dana leaquela uls apparaissent (fig. 6),
- tine haste "th6saurus" qui donna, en plus dna descripteura dui 'lexique", lea liaisons

s~mnartiqurfýs entre lea termea (rig. 7).

()Nous noun acimmes bornda ý des syntagmos C16mentalrea du type nom-adjeotir.
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P.echerche docnmentaire

Lc rqueetioni traite- eat cxpmA@~ tn 1ai~ge rga~ae1 :..- 4~it'.1~ eettre an tvile~:ze
at do clatter par ord."e -- ±'1ppvrtance lot dlirer: *zpmmnts. L.# (rje2Umj et eztsult t. 'j-2ul" er'

MuWAge documentaim~ it V.alde du tk'scurus, I* -ýkkotx %143 at *a syaae *tn ot e
foiaction des Ilisap zwe etre jez i.Lerms at cat fr~auencqj '2 54~gtrition dam lea 6-ý,jwuts -eeg.str-s
dama le fond do'quwntuire.

:An fruiaeces d aptarltion Permfite`:r -!2ppr~cier a pricri le fact4.qz d-- risolut,,
(nombre &~ docu-anta r~tr'vw6j) atxfrv .L* la quoatsim,~ posife.

-Quest~on posia en. langage netuxlel -Skurito6 dec allu~avurs electriques

&-~ta pi-imaires tiris d~e Ua :ueatimn si dicurltku

mocte sece.ondairea tlr4, ý t~iaexura

- s~cr~.t4ae-ident
-Aigner

-a~il~eur

-al1.vame h&lurr~-T

- aIumaae 6-ectriqua a *esak itincelle

?- Qesti-on poelke on laveagae Aoc~isutaire

ff~scuritd out accident uu dez~er cu exploslan ou Incendie 7u protectitný) ot (alluwege t'Iectrique
ou allumeur 461ectrlque ou &)11w~zge Itincelle yiu samres Cu bouatel"

Codio, Ia question devianit (f~ie. 8)
&s-a Q. I (A 6392 -,A 3 6-W+A 339c. A 40-N+ ý 45,02-tA 6136), (A 21Z A 2121 + k 221'8

+ A 2122 + A 26~21)]

La r4ponse apparait sous formm de -,.%zroe de documenets !g .Las questic= peuver ý
ligalement 6tre 6critea e~i clair et Stra d~cod&s par l'crdlzmateur, il eat ialament - -anible de
donner Isa r~parnae sous 1ýorms de tibl~ographi? ccgapli~te ý-j lieu de nu~jro_- de ýoiens

O-Ndinateur

Les progreewne 4crits en FORftl2A! oni. L~t_ mis a~j 1,0int sur un ordinsteur TE 704t', Vls
ont Wt adotpt~a ensuite & un n 560-65 a 512 K avec une LLS (lowi cc", btorage) * 6 arinoirca de
bendes & 9 plates - 60 MU~z. des dispositifls h acceis direct cotxstituds Ids 8 vilmzes de 30 mlin
de caract,%res chacun (2314).

TIll fait que lea programmes sent 4crits en 1ORF)J4N et qu' ;.Is 3ont modulaires, Its Peiveat4
8tre adapths h, tout matdriel ayent un ,,omplAItetiw F3R1TAN t; et tine tal~ls de x~moire sup-6rieure it
64 K. Cleat airwi que le treiteisent d'un lot par't~el de docuiments -St Ia recher~che llo-caventaire
peuvent 4ge.lement 6tre effectuis sur I'MaK 3613-30 AL 64 K de I 'Aqui-ainpi, nous envisageo de
procdder de l~a m~me faqon avec le CII I0070 de Cannes! dama un socud d'hvoginditi at de cientralisa-
tion des donn~es, I&a mise & jour des fichiers g'abaux vat effectuie sur !'B -536---65 do -I, R6giwr :
Parisienne. I

4. ORGANISATION LU RESEAU DOWMEN~TAIRE

A 1' intdrieur de l~a Division, le r~seau comprend un Service Central dan5 l~a r~gien parisienne
qui d4finit Isa politique documentafre, met aL point lea alttiodes de t~raitement, jclne un z-Sle de
coordination et des correspondwaTa d'l~tablissements qui assurent lea be.,,oins :iocaw~; le ~eal
d'enal~yee des documents eat r~parti, des fichiers particls sont ordis lcaaleinent, des r-6unions fe
rdvision du th6saurus cont lieu pdriodiquemer.t.

En ce qui. concerne lea documents internee, ctest-k-dire lea notpe techniques rddigdes p~r 1~
Division ou par aes coopdrants, les correspondents dt dtaolissevtentas aaaurenc principalgment un "Isle
de centralisation, leo' ridacteura* de notes tournissant un r~aum6 41'autoux accompeezgr± de descripteur,3;
en fait, lea r-otes techniques sont prdc~dd~s d'une page de gmiu'de du type .ze ctlle 6tablie par le

CSTaux Etats-Unis.

A llext~rieur de l~a Division, le service de docuniertation col.labore avec Ik OEIX'CA&, ce quýý lui
permat par V.interm4diaire d'un rdseau nat~ional, de faire mcervi.~ le travail qu'il effectue,1 A
lleneemble de l~a profession misailes-espace, en m~me temps qu'±l profits lui-mima du pctentiel de
cot organisme.
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5. PRHLX DE 1A DOCUMENTATION AUTOMPTIQUE

Pour un ceŽntre spdciaLis-6 d'une socidtd induatrielle, canine i6 n 8 tre, traitant un nonibre
relativernent faible de documents (de l'ordre de 15 000 par an), It prob1bme de I&e rentabilitd eat
par'tf~ul ieŽrcrent important.

Des 6tudes statistiquen d'exploitation ont rnontrd que pour ce nombre de documents et environ
1 -Xx- recherches par an, la documentation automatique co~that approximativement, 500 000 F/an.

211'' n devaitt-aiter le m~me volume en documentation classique, Ise co~t serait senaiblement Ise
meine.

C-onsiJ~rt4 par rapport awx effectifs de la Division, Ile coftt correspond h un prix de revient de
- 4J50 F. par' ing~nieur do is Division et par an pour la documentation automatique seule
- 900 F/an toutes depenses confondues, clest-'A-dire personnel compiet du service, achats de

documents, abonnernents, automatisation.

6. CONCLUS ION

Nous pensons quo Ise centre spicialis6, bien placd pour conriaitre lea besoins des utilisatours,
a son r~le ha Jouer 'a condition qulil 6vite Is duplication avec les grands centres de documentation,
qu' il se limnits aux questions sp4cifiques pour lesquelles 11 est particulibrement comp~tent et qu'il
apporte sa oollaboration aux grands centres dans les domaines qui tout en lui 4tant propres,
prcseritent wi Int~r~t suffissinment g~ndral. II. doit 6gaIlement avoir un souci de compatibilit6 dana
la pr~sentaticn dei'aonin6es et dens Ile choi> des mdthodes do traiteinent.

4k5
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CHAINE DOCUMENTAIRE.
DOCUMENTATION jCENTRE DE CALCUL
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WOUILVINT ARTISPRGRAMMFS

SYSTIM ~ ~rIcwf OUUNs

PEOCAMMS

FIGURE 1

jypem~ede !ae 'Class.i±ficatior. Ddcimale Astronantiue'

54 - E16rments de guidage et de contro~le

540 - Dispositif de mesure de 1'angle d'incidence
541 - Systbmes h volants
542 - Dispositifs de chronom6trage at de prograimmation
543 - Fl~ments de poursuite
544 - Antennes
545 - Dispositifs de s~cui'it6 et de destruction
546 -

547 -

548 - Vdrins, servorn~canismes
549 - Divors

55 - R~seau et sources dv6nerglo

550 - Gdn~ralit~s
551 - Cables et distributeurs 6lectriques
55," - Batteries et piles h combustibles
553 - Motrices, g~rn6ratrices et convertisseurs
554 - Groupes P-tailiaires do puissanc~e
555 - GUndrateurs solaires
556 - G6n~ratcurs nuce1~aircs
557 -

558 -

559 -- Divers

FIGURE 2
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7 1 ECHANGE
a I HUMICITE LISTE PAR DOCUMENTS

25q7 1 1 VITESSE
2 1 CETCNATICN
3 1 ACICE
4 2 9AZOTHYCRIQUE ACICE
5 2 ACiOE AZCTMYCRICUE AZNTE
6 2 ,LQUIDOE ACIDE AICTIOYCRIILE
7 1 ACICE AZCTHYDRICUF LICUICE
!1 2 *ZCTE ACICE AZCTHVCPICUE
! 2 ACICE AZCTHYCRIGUE EXPLCSIF
53 2 EXPLnSIF ACICE ACTHYVCRTCUE

2598 1 1 ESSAI

2 1 *MECANICUE

3 2 ,PYROTECHHICUE ESSAI
4 1 FSSAI PECANICUE
5 1 ESSAI PYRCTEC"ICUE

-6 1 BOULON
7 2 .EXPLCSIF OCULCN
6 1 8CULON EXPLOSIF
9 1 PYRGMECA

"-10 2 VERON ICUE 1 SSILE

11 2 VESTA OISSILE

51 2 MISSILE VERCNICUE

52 2 MISSILE VESTA

3599 1 1 TRANSISTCR
2 1 EFFET
3 2 ,CHAMP EFFET

4 1 EFFET CHAMP
5 I SECURITE
6 2 ALLUMAGE MISE A FEU

7 2 ,ELECTRICUE APCRCE

a 1 ALLUNAGE ELECTR I.UE
9 1 AMORCE

10 1 AMOCE ELECTOIGUE
51 2 MISc 4 FFU ALLUPAGE

26C0 I I CETONATEUR

FIGURE 5

LEXIOUE

2194 2233 2293 2310 2314 2322 2264 2368 2374 2389

2390 2512 2513 2547 2518 2519 2520 2522 2523 2524

2526 2527 2574 25#6 2586 2595 2599 2617 3278 3288

SA2119 ALLUMA'E CATALYTWQ•U 2520

1 A2120 AiWUACE CNOC 2524

5 A2121 ALLW,"E ZLCTRIOUE 2519 2520 2523 2574 2599

I A2221 ALLLUMACE ETINCELLE 2517

6 A!223 ALImAGE HYPEOOLI•U• ... 2101 2310 2390 2520 2522 2527

1 A2124 ALLUGW42 M*ULTIPLE 2512
1 A2125 ALLUAG~E MWN PYROTECHNNIQUE 2520

3 A1126 ALUKI, E PYROTECHNIIQUE 2518 2520 2595

2 A2127 AI.U3fE PZPEZT 2520 2523

7 A2128 ALLUMEUR 2071 2072 2520 2521 2523 2527 2593

I A2129 ALLUM•UR ELECTRIOUE 2593
2 A2130 ALAG 35 3340 3133

1 A2131 ALNICO 3467

1 A2132 ALOUETT" 5484
1 A2133 AL,,UZTTE 001 5484

1 A2134 ALOUETTE 002 5484

57 A2135 ALTITUDE 31 59 70 72 80 8a 105 127 146 167
179 182 205 207 208 245 260 285 289 290
291 293 510 , 612 733 755 756 7r' 777 813

816 821 860 868 1083 1087 1090 J178 1308 1462
1507 1522 1567 1576 2470 2471 2478 2483 2488 2491

2949 3047 5081 5140 5143 5158 5375

3 A2136 ALTITUDE BASSI 642 1576 5140

5 A2137 ALTITUDE ELEVEE 31 179 510 1567 2949

24 f213s ALUMINE 3267 3201 3300 3309 3339 3751 3778 3977 4090 4169
4185 4192 4193 4194 4193 4206 4239 4254 4276 4297
4297 4303 4306 4497

FIGURE 6
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EXTRAIT DU ThESAURtUS

TS
VT

230
9 ALLIAGE TITANE ALUMINIUM

A- IOAT
C-12OAV

ICI 319 A
IMI 317
IMZ 318 A
TA4M
TA6V
U TA6V
L30
317
318 A

I ALLIAGE TITANE ALumtINIU4 mTAIr

I ALLIAGE TITANE ALUMINIUK MOLYRDENE

TA8DV
1 ALLIAGE TITANE ALUMINIUM ZIRCONIUM
1 ALLIAGE TITANE CHROME
I ALLIAGE TITANE CHROME SILICIUK
2 ALLIAGE TITANE NIOBIUM
1 ALLIAGE TITANE VAIADIUM,
I ALLIAGE TITANE VANADIUM BERYLLIUM
I ALLIAGE TIANE ZIRCONIUX BERYLLI;UM
10 ALLIAGE TUNGSTENE

3 ALLZAGE ZIRCONIUM
ZIRCALOY 2

1 ALLISON
I ALLOCATION
4 ALLONGEMEN7

40 ALLU14AGE
ALLUMSUR
AMORCE
EXPLOSION
I wLAKMATflO
MISS A rRU
PROPAGATION PLANW
PROPULSION CnHIMIOU

REALLUMAOE

FTGURIR 7

EQUATION DE REO4ERCHE

QUEST IONS

((tAI92t, " A2564) - A2565) • A6071)

2 H(A4050 * A4938 * A5990 - A6028 -A6269 + A2892 * A3120 * A5255
2 I - A4045 . .4212 - A3313) - A,071)

3 4((A7289 A2643) A7290 # A1199 4 A3544 4 A3657

i I * lA414,6 • A284J) , A4171 * A6336) - (A2564 # A60711 • A56551

4 IA5870 A5814)

SIA63b8 * 4A5242 * AhO56 + A4,116 * A6397))

I ,A6ý,92 . AI446 • A3399 - A4029 . A4592 + A6588) , (A2129 + A2121F '-A2122 - A2f,211l

7 I(A1928 , A4608) • (A2742 • A5242) * (A3622 , A30491 + 4584
* A4588 * A752J * (A7520 °A30491) " A6073)

p ((A4212 - A2010 - A2958 * A3428 * A3767 + A3795 + A4165 + A4241
H I - A4262 - A5255 + A5768 - A7009 - A7197) A25171

9 (tA2355 * A67431 - (A3854 + A5242))

10 IIA329J * (lAJ28b + A3913 * ASSI2) * (A2386 * A2640) 4)
I') I A2055 - A4954 - Ahl7| - A5317))

FIGURE 8
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SLOARY

This -vapt r descritx- a ser,*ice 'vhjch has been esta~ulished to meet the information retqilremtnts Or a
specific gr~ur of Acientkistý; xiid technologists. Sow¶ particularr- of one or thv! Harwell industrial
ser~vice juK con-lSjtAncV proJ'~cts are given an10 the methodL eaiphyed by 'his group to handle the intorma-
t IOf.. It describeto the setting up of a rereriince iibrary for the heat transfer and fluid flor literature

andi the rrlhod1; for- rapid reti teval of that literazure utzing the large digital computer atIawel

Cette Comamtication d~crit un service etabli pour sati!4aire lei% besoins doauffi-aires d'iui groupe
spcialiste de --avants et technologues- EI!e da;%ne d~s precisions3 sur un des services de consella
1 irdustrie qui sont itablis 1t Iarweli, et sur les mithodes de tiaitemnt d' izforratione qua1 y appar-
ttz-nn.-ni. On dtcrit I' i-n.t.t~ztixt ' ux'e bibliotJ4.e de c-onsultation Puiw la litteratza-e du transferi
die 0%..lur et des icoulEewnrs fluides, t-t les mklwdes de recot-v1-ant de ces informations. quzi utilisent
I., Sr~!ud calculatntr nuraxmrqi de Raniell.
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1 Introduction

The vast growth of science and technology in recent years has inevitably produced a correspcNmdimi
increase in information and with it problems of retrieval and storage of this inf'ormatior. It is, there.-
fore, almost impossible for the Individual scientist or technologist to keep abreast of developments in'
areas whicr. are closely allied to his own interests.

A solution to the informati.on retrieval and storage problem is to i.s.ld a servlce vhich is t.ilorerl
to meet the requirements of a particular group of speciali'ts. Several information iyalysis ck-ntres of
this type have been established within the UK.A.E.A. These services have a number of functions, Oe
main ones being:

(i) To put individuals in industrial organisations in contact with engineers and scientists with
experienct in a particutar field.

(iI) To make them aware of recent literature which covers their in~erests.

(Iii) From the information files to provide a detailed retrospective analysis and survey of Oe
information relating to specific probltms.

2. The Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Service

A survey was made, during 1966 and 1967, to determine industry's requiresaents i'or informatiop, research
ani development In the field of heat transfer and Fluid flow. The U.K.A.E.A. Iad gained a great dral of
Uttwledge in this field as a result o, the research thrat had been carried out for the nuclear reactors.
Particular attention was paid tu the cL-tractors and operators of chemical and process plart and to the
m*antfacturers of heat exchangers and bot.-,rs in Britain.

As a result of this P--r.cise the Heat Transfer and Fluid Flrw Service (H.T.F.S.) was created in June
968 with the support of the -Zinistry of Technology. it is centred in the Cheoical Eng.ineering Division

at Harwll and provides two types of s-:ervice. The first is the Suoscripjior. Information Service mbich in
return for a set fee per nmnm . cow-V- receives:

(I) At least six Desir. Reports on various parts cf engineering plant per ar.-m. These Re."•rts
give the informtion in easily" accessibie form ar&O include computer programs where appropriate.

(2) An Informtion Service which provides up-to-date ini'ormation in the fer.m of a monthly ctrtent
wrareness tvlletin, an 5.D.I. service and retrospwct,:e literiture searches.

(3) Two days consultancv per atur.

(4) Reports on general researu't work carriee acut b-. IH.T.F.S.

The second service prolded by H.T.F.S. is a ccnfidential contract service.

H.T.F.S. Is administered from Harwell but extensive ust is made of the resources of other U.K.A.E.A.
Laboratories and the National Engineering Laboratory at East Kilbride. Fhe program of' Design ltpcr-ts is
decided by a panel, wafe up of the representatives of each subscribing ctqary and members of H.T.F.S.,
which meets t to three times per amum. Th-e panel also receives reports on the research cgramme and
other topics of interest t the industry-.

3. The H.T.F.S. Information Sectimn

The purpose af this paper is not to describe H.T.F.S. as a whole but the co. aection and handling oF
the information before it is comprehensively analysed in tOe Design R-rts. It is the duty OF this
informtion section to met the information needs of H.T.F.S. and c-etr U.K.A.E.A. persennel, in addition
to meetirg sinilar needs for the in.dusrial subscribers to H.T.F.S.

All the c-aut-.r programs uskd for retrieving the information have bt•en written by a member of the
Process Technology Division at Harwell, who wrote them with the specific pupose of retrieving the litera-
ture held b.- the mmma.rs of his Group. The pr-gr-ms Itve been adapted to catrr far the much larger
quantirv of literature held by the Heat Transfer and Fluid clow Group. The only real difference betwm
the too srsten is that the keyw•ads are different. The program are cor ly uvsed ky both grows
although, as the data sets are quite different, they are therefore stored vinte separ--aely within the coat-
puter. These coter prqrgas could be used -st -as wedl for the retrieval of other literature provided
that it has been indexed in L manner similar to that described in this paper.

4. Coltecting and Storit the Literature

Due to th-e fzct that tfkre is no source which adequatelm- covers anx rezreeves the marl'! literatuar, on
heat transfer and fluid flow i7 %as decided that H.T.F.S. would set up their am reference library. No
set of abstract jour-mls does U•is and, of thost that do cover soim parts of it, May.y are fte-. a year or

wme out @o date; also, the report literature is very poorly serv•d. This refeirce 1izrary we--Id pri-
marily hold, in s form or other, all the revta-ant literaure a&.ich ca into its possession.

At the time of writing. over j;(10 docunts are in st we; more than 9f. of these are ms•-lets- -opies
of joarnal articles. microfiche. booLs, repwts etc., and t1a• rest are abstracts of articles which are oialv
of fringe imerest and which are easily obtatrmabe from one of tUe -. ientifir libraries in LN-- U... -Most
""of these docuents are taken frvm scientific literature written in the last 1I) to !5 years, althot. copies
of certain .. rt.at paers written before 195S are held Yn tie H.T.F.S. LiL.-ar". This stor,' is adds" to
at a rate of i1:) to 200 it-3 per month. Maky of these adwttd ns are current publicat ions, obtainerd b%
daill scauaing of all the literature taken by the main Harwell Library. The scarwung of this liternt,-re
"*s carried ou by the. H.T.F.S. Inforation Office staff and threfovr el isairxes the necessity for each

S. . . . . . -
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scietzisit witii~n the grvup to scar. the 1vblished lit'rature in ofder to :-it-a~t- rC-)rtWt~ fur work in
wh icti he is mr rent I) esitgaged.

Ani t-1.WlmtiiI raturc of thr H.Tr.F.S. inrona-stion Servli-e is that it. Is nca- a Ierge scioutiic library,
wchhas such exc~,1ieti facilities. The main Al1uwell library hie an kannual Intake ef wti- 2000 differenit

journaih, a laige niantbezt cr' reports, microfictme .irA' vvkry qbstrPttr4 p.A14ka-tiC-%s.

Scmt Of* tht current iterature is also obtained rrvm other' sources, Whi.ei Inclister ýk Girwep's mirty
contacts wit1% uther home and overreas orgaitisations. A flow diagrft of mei acquls!..Ev. of this intorwL-
I io Is showt in f igure I.

Yhie -ecent. additionIs to the H.T.F.S.. library are~ listed In t~he curment svarvrtesi WuLietin '.~S
Digest." Yhidi is collated and produc.,d monthly. This pulicti~n 4it 'ttzrk dstrilsited tn luocriD)e'A to
II.T.F.S. and to Persopnei 1.u Ohr U)AAE.A. wte.. hav-r st~ikar iLt.U'estS- Iwaivi~wals elie nr.i! [#M Wepit-
ratelyv bý pcsceart4 nt putlicationb wiwmch ar'ý d&rectly relevant to their ww'L.

J'ubiica~iione ar,- alsc cwc-d by Z,,. r-zirospreti-te se. thi"m of' thi abstreetizi JIhT.-als, the U.4C
files La thr mail Harwr.ll Librar, and oz.er 3(MreA , in nrwder to anseir specific enquir~is~ VA irCGrrstton,
which is not alr-ta4l in Ohe H.T.F.S. lfbraryv. Jill U-is uiditionasa infonratian is eaw.! to tie' etorc.

S. Processiii. or Docsjwnmta

When the Wcianents ame -weivcd the P'ill hlidtographic details of '-ach Itc-~A i&ro tttoadad an the fztnx.
of a speexai form by ore cf the cleritAl st'iff Li. the inforwatlon semltlic- Cow of Oeies forms Piq %stigr-ed
to each documentt. If oaly the abstract of a paper Is Wit4 th-,n it Is attacheta to the f rant or 'ihI3 ttau..
The !sack of th ronm lists all the ke1wc~rd!s riix'- art tu-reridy ini use,~

Each docu~ment is 1he., !scarL-i.', anziysetl and its vka~z rotents intierted, !r, a me her of the sc~rriflc
stAff, who rings ti-c rtlet'ant keywiords. Our ierp-etfA~in o1' each kes.Xtvd Is give ain *?C- tiv.sesu-sýJ
which has been ci~ppiled as z result of discssiofis betwee varitou awters of the CGnaap.

The tbesaurua lists Utev key.nu.1b cu"r~enly used kw' I.T.V.S. The Currtnt lISL hris evolved ae perswrutel
in t-he 'sertitri have gained expertenze in imdexipg arA rve1r)e-i& of the heat. tran'fer tei6 fluid flow litera-
tureý The original Uiat co~ec-d in 19$7 co~iiýszd 00O terms an41 was, &!% e4Kc)~ted, ~Isiaed toward *he U,@&-
ptase g"s 'livuid beat trazsl'er and lo~ f!t'itfi-atse e. becrise ttfore Oat t-%3 Uth u-nap was n3Jin)y invlved
ii' bosic 'eseuich o-water-coclc-d rea.-'tl-. 5ince 190? Mte rwrler of ktiword.i" lus risen b, !M ft cover
other zs,~cs of heat traniser r-r fluid flow "r to sake scow of tt~z wsgiwul rape tern& mo-e mec'iTC.
Moky of the -ioa-wents index-td using atle orl~iral Uvst :.ave ir~eo. re-irvmexed idaere inecessaI7 so "st they rEM
covered by t-he new k-ywtwiis.
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PROPOSAL FOR AN INTERNATIONAL

AIR POLLUTION INFORMATION ANALYSIS CENTER
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John W. Murdock
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SUTMARY

The establishment within NATO of an international information analysis center on air pollution
is proposed. The application of information analysis concepts to this critical field, which increasingly
involves multidisciplinary research and development efforts in all the industrialized societies of the
world, would create a comprehensive base of knowledge that would be utilized by (I) research scientists
of many nations to assure maximum effective contributions to solving air pollution problems and (2) by
administrators and policy makers to make the major decisions that determine what research is to be done
and how it is to be funded. In suggesting one method of establishing the information analysis center,
its organization and the functions of its international staff are described.

SOMMAIRE

On propose l'etablissement dana l'OTAN d'un centre international d'analyse de l'information
sur la pollution de lair. L'application des concepts de l'analyse de l'information a ce domain
critique, qui s'entraine de plus en plus lea efforts de la recherche at le developrment
multidisciplinaire dans toutes lea societes industrialisaes du monde, cree'rait une base comprehensive
de la connaissance qui serait utilisae par (I) lea sevants de recherche de plusieurs nations pour
assurer au maximum les vraies contributions pour resoudre lea problemes de la pollution de l'air, et
(2) oar les administrateurs et lea faisturn de Ia politique vour faire lea deciaions majeures qui
determinent quelle recherche va 9tre faive et coement on va la fonder. En suggerant tne- methode
pour ttablir le centre d'analyse de l'information, son organisation et les fonctions de son personnel
international sont decrits.
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The opportunity is present to advance the state of the art in jwo areas of vital concern to
our international society:

"* Information analysis centers as a mechanism of management to accomplish
international multidisciplinary research, and

"* Air pollution as a subject in need of extensive cooperative effort by
member countries of NATO.

As defined in a paper prepared for AGARD Lecture Series No. 44*, an analysi. center is:

"An organization directed toward the collection of technical information
and data in a specific area of effort and its evaluation and filtering
into a form of condensed data, summaries, or state-of-the-art reports."

I propose that an International Air Pollution Information Analysis Center (IAPIAC) be
established within NATO. Tti the following the concepts of information analysis center operations are
applied to the subject of air poliotion for your consideration.

Background

When ever there exists world-wide activity involving considerable research and development
effort in a critical multidisciplinary topic, which is not significantly constrained by such factors
as defense interest, there also exists a large quantity of internationally produced published literature
and a number of specialized information services treating the literature. The body of primary published
literature and the specialized secondary services that are cstablished for tcs utilization operate
essentially on a parochial basis. This parochialism compounds the problers of a researcher who must,
if he is to make his maximum contribution, bti able to ascertain who is doing what, and where. Adminirtrators
and policy makers are even more hampered thar the researcher, for It is they who must make wise-decisions
on what research shall be done and how the fu.zding for it is to be allocated.

The situation is compounded even more.when one considers that, on an international basis,
decisions must be made on many factors vital to effective air pollution reseorch, such as

S Ambient air stundards

* Emission standards

* Sampling and analytical methods

* Legal aspects

* Atmospheric reactions (particularly those occurring in one country
caused by the pollutants from another)

* Economic losses

a Monitoring and measurements of the effects on plants, materials,

animals, visibility, and health

a Planning and constructive restrictions involving international
interactions.

All o: these Produce eez-vous amounts of published and unpublished literature and a plethora of data,

standards, and regulations.

This situation is typical today in many fields and is an example of the "information explosion",
a phrasing that could be looked upon simply as another cliche/ if it were not for the seriousness of the
problem. The information analysis center provides the means of coping with this type of problem, and
the number of centers is growing. They are demonstrating that they can, in fact, overcome the information
explosion and can significantly improve the effectiveness of the decision-making process and thus the
accomplishment of desired goals; in this case, an effective international clean air program.

*G. S. Simpson, Jr. and J. W. Murdock, "Concept, Mission, and Operation of Scientific and Technical
Information Analysis Centers," Paper prepared for AGARD Lecture Series No. 44 on Scientific and
Technical Information, May 1970.
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Essential Considerations

It must he emphasized that the proposed analysis center is not a documentation exchange
program. Rather, it is a more sophisticated operation, one involving, on a part-time basis, air
pollution experts of the several participating nations. The center would use to advantage existing
documentation services and computer data programs, 'ut in a highly selective and decentralized manner.

It would also establish for the use of all participating countries its own selective information
collection, utilizing information and communication systems designed to satisfy both national and inter-

national interests. It would, for example, includn a register of on-going resear.:h and development

programs, air pollution laws and codes, a register of technologists and other key persons, and a referral
service and network to specialized collections and data banks. It must be emphasized that these would
all be auxiliary to the main function of the Inteniational Air Pollution Information Analysis Center --
namely, the analysis and compression of information necessary for the assurance of clean air.

Program Objectives

The objective of this proposal is two-dimensional in that it develops the concept of information

analysis centers on an international basis and at the same time provides assistance in solving one of

the critical problems of our time -- the control of air pollution. Some specific objectives of the

IAPIAC would include the following:

(1) To provide the AGARD management and representatives of member countries

the opportunity to observe the operation of a meaningful international
information analysis center.

(2) To become a pertinent coLity in both assessing and advancing science and
technology and be pocc.itially proLitable to each country participant so
that the center iould become a permanent resource.

(3) To have such a valuu to the society of nations as to engender requests

from non-NATO countries when the inte national environment improves.
It is obvious that air pollution is truly a world-wide problem.

(4) To be capable of eventually accepting non-NATO members.

(5) To provide an ongoing international information, data, and communication
operation which would clearly demonstrate the need for required and
justifiable inteý,.stional standards for both information dissemination

and pollution control.

(6) To provide authoritative and timely products of technical value to

each participant ration so that the benefits of international

cooperation in information and pollution problems can be demonstrated
and appreciated.

(7) To serve as a resource on the basis of which Policy Groups can identify-

problemr and develop plans and policies to ovetcome the problems.

(8) To provide member countries information representative of world-wide
R6D in all aspects of the control of air pollution.

Caveat and Operational Considerations

I have been continuously amazed during my almost twenty vears of working :ith analysis centers

at their tendency to become information programs instead of analysis programs. Some of the pressures

that contribute to this metamorphosis results from the actions of .persons in policy positions, usually
an echelon or two removed from the center, who make decisions of an organizational or funding nature

that are based on a limited understanding of the mission of such a center. Analysis centers are as
expensive ta operate as other research programs, for professional staff of high standing must produce
the products of the center. In our proposed case, for example, an internationally known expert in air

pollution should be the Director. He should be supported by a highly competent information manager

and staff. There would be a critical cost below which the Director could not obtain the professional
manhours needed for the performance of high quality analyses. It often is possible, however, for an
analysis center to remain in operation at a reduced budget as an information center minus the analysis
function. During any period of econortc stress, management decisions often favor retaining funds for
laboratory research at the expense of the analysis center. The analysis center then assumes an
information orientation, P.srhaps irreversibly.

Sometimes functional decisions made within the analysis center create an external impression
that it is an information operation. This impression leads to an increasing number of information
requests rather than analytic requests. The products from the center become such things as bibliographies,
reference lists, and collections of abstracts. The products of an analysis center should be state-of-
the-art studies, technical resrbnsis to technical questions, economic studies, standards, trend reports,
surveys, and other analytic activities in the form of letters, memoranda, substantive studies, conferences
and seminars.
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Another crucial problem is the tendency to fragment an analysis center into two separate
operations: one for analysis, and one for information. This separation can become so severe that two
budgets, one for each function, are established. Then each new task started in the center tends to
become either a research project or an information project. This split in the unifying conceptotlhat
information analysis is a blend of research and information can be deadly.

Because of these tendencies, it is important, if AGARD decides to implement an analysis center
on air pollution, teat essential concepts be delineated from the beginning. I would suggest a start-up
approach somewhat sa follows. An interim management team would be formed that has an excellent stature
in NATO countries. This team, after working out its operational procedures, would request from nenber
countries of NATO resumes of those persons having excellent standing in professions capable of or
currently dealing with air pollution problems. In cooperation with representatives from member countries
the management team would then select one person from the candidates and offer him the Directorship of
the proposed center on air pollution. Once appointed, the Director would then be provided the opportunity
to visit appropriate member countries to examine the status of existing activities in air pollution,
determining both their informational and technical scope. One of the missions of the Director on these
visits would be to identify information, communications, and computer staff, and subject specialists,
who, while employed at their own laboratories or agencies, could participate in the center on A part
time basis only. If it is agreeable to the host country and host organization, these individuals would
become their country's representatives for the information analysis center. They would transmnt to the
center that information which, in their judgment, would be of most value to the center on air pollution,
and they might, in turn, also represent the center's interests in the subject in their country. They
might also provide, tn some cases, substantive studies on an as-called-for basis. These studies would
normally be under contract to the center.

The Director would also select the permanent In-line staff of the center for its headquarters

operations. T1e headquarters should be located at an organization where considerable work is being done
on air pollution problems so that the permanent staff would have competent persons nearby for cons~iltation
and substantive support, when needed. The permanent staff should include a small support staff including
an assistant director for the director, an information operatibns manager, and an operational information
staff. The information staff would conduct the collection, stor&3e and retrieval activities of the
analysis center. At the request of the Director they would produce announcement bulletins, current
awaheness services, and other publications as needed to keep users aware of what is going on in air
pcllution work important to NATO countries. However, their most important function would be to assist
thuoe specialist a~signed by the Director to do analytic studies. This assistance would consist of
delivering to the expert the information he necessarily needs so that his analytical study can be done
in a most expeditious and efficient manner.

Finally, I would like to discuss the users of the center's facilities, for they contribute
to the operations through their inputs and their questions to the center. When functioning properly,
an analysis center should become also a communications center for all those persons engaged in air
pollution work, because of its overall viewpoint of research, standards, legislation, monitoring, etc.
These persons should be encouraged to provide to the center inputs of what they judge to be the most

significant work in the air pollution field. At the same time they should also direct their questions
and identify their problems to the analysis center. From his position at the hub of this cross flow of
information, questions, and problems, the Director can identify gaps that indicate where work is needed,
coemission studies to be uone, call conferences in critical areas of concern, and order the circulation
of information important to the solution of air pollution problw.,is. I am convinced that an analysis
center on air pollution would be a major step in helping NATO countries deal realistically with the
problems. However, past experience indicates that it would take about five years from the beginning of
operations for the center to be contributing fully in all the phases described in this paper.
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When I first accepted the invitation to talk on the subject of Maritime Pollution I had not
appreciated the context in which the matter was to be discussed. As Superintendent of the Admiralty Gil
Laboratory, which is a Royal Navy Research and Development Establishment, I have been involved in
providing laboratory support and technical advice when petroleum products have been the polluting agency
and I &hall only consider petroleum products, which are likely to produce the majority of pollution
incidents, in my paper. Hlowever, much of what is said may be equally applicable to other forms of
pollution.

My staff have been involved for many years in advising on and testing products used for bilge and
teank cleaning, and clearing up minor dockyard spillages, and specifications for such cleaning agents
existed and stocks were held in Royal Navy storage when the Torrey Canyon disaster took place. As soon as
this disaster ocourred help and advice was forthcoming from a multitude of sources as cle,,.rly shown in
the various official reports produced soon after the incident; in particular the report; of the ýeject
Coimittee of the House of Commons I , and the Committee of Scientists under Sir Solly Zuckerman2.eJ
quoting from Sir ?oily Zuckerman's paper to the International Conference on Oil Pollution of the Sea it;
Rome October 1968(3 : "It would be equally wrong to suppose that the Authorities in tho United Kingoom
were lacking in advice." Advice was available to such an extent that it was impossible in the end to deal
with all the bits of information coming in from every corner of the Globe: people telephoned from distant
parts, from Tokyo and different parts.of the United States: many people wishing to sell the British
Government detergents or 'what-have-you' to deal with the oil. In this welter of advice and investigation
the practical role played by the Aoyal Navy was to some extent obscured.

The stocks of dispersant" already available in Navy Depots were issued to help in the cleaning up
operation and the Navy Contracts Department handled the purchase of the large amount of new dispersant.
materials needed to deal with the situation. One of the tasks of the Adiiralty Oil Laboratory was to
carry out laboratory assessment of the product offered to the Navy Contracts Department so that the most
effective products were selected. The report(4)produced by Messrs. C.E.Carpenter, L.F.Butcher and
A.S.Huxley on 'The Laboratory Examination of materials submitted for Treating the Torrey Canyon Oil Spill"
shows the mass of information accumulatad at this time but mention should also be made of the speed with
which laboratory tests were carried out so that the information was available when it was needed. A
disaster ouch as the Torrey Canyon instils a sense of urgency into everyone and the staff at the Admiralty
Oil Laboratory worked willingly over weekends and Pblic Holidays during this period.

Mr.W.E.L.Tmylor, another member of my staff, spent a considerable period of time during the
cleaning up operations on the beaches of Cornwall and was ,ttached to the Operational Headquarters set up
in that area. His report "Torrey Canyon Exercise Mop Up" 5 covers practical experience obtained from
actual contact with the problem.

The veed for a better understanding of.what takes place when oil products are spilt at sea was very
soon recognised and some aspects of this problem received the atgntion of Oil Companies and others who
presented their findings at an Institute of-Petroleum Symposium' soon after the event. The Institute of
Petroleum also have set up a committee with a number of Work-ing Parties to study the various aspects and
means of dealing with oil pollution. A progress report on this wcrk is to be made at a Symposium on 16th
October 1970. Reading these reports now shows how scant was our knowledge at the time and this may
explain why many scientists who had no ioxwledge of petroleum matters felt they knew as much as those who
have been in touch with petroleum problems for years. Only now are we beginning to have a c'.ear idea of
the conditions under which the water in oil emulsion "chocolate mousse" forms at sea, and which one of the
various cleaning up techniques is likely to be most effective at a given stage in the history of an oil
spill.

Various efforts have been made to arrange a controlled oil spill and to record the manner in which
the oil spreads and the chanGes that take place in the composition of the oal layer and of the surrounding
water. The Royal Navy organised suca a spill in May 1970 and the report(7-on planning and operation of
this exercise would give some idea of the type of information that people of many scientific disciplines
were hopiný. to obtain to assist them predict the ultimate fate of oil spilt at sea and of the effect such
oil spills '=d on the environment. Mr.Carpenter from AOL was a member of the gioup of scientists who
org&anised this oil spill.

Having given some information of my Establishment's background to the subject of Maritime Pollution,
let us examine what information is needed when oil pollution occurs and the extent to which international
co-operation is available and desirable.

In the first place as you are no doubt all aware this is not the first Internatioual G-o"• to discuss
the subject of Maritime Pollution and aeny proposals have been made and resolutions tabled redarding the
desirability of having information on the subject internationally available.

The Work Programme adopted by the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organisation (IMCO)in Ma.
1967 is given in full as Appendix I and it shows all tLe arews where action, advice and agreement is
desired.- Item 11 covers the need to study as a matter or urgency procedures whereby States, regionally or

NA_.E. Dimpersant is now being used by most manufa',turora in the U.K. to cover materials used to disperse
W-aotiAn oil, rather than the term detergent (in o. at Torrey Canyon time) which is used for materials

for washing up and laundry in the home.



int,,r-regionally where applicable, ctin co-oporate at short notice to provide manpower, supplies, equipment
and scientific advice to deal with discharge of oil or other noxious hazardous substances, including
con..ijderation of' the ponsibility of patrols to ascertain the extent of the discharge and the manner of
treting it both on nen and land. The desirability of the ships concerned, if involved in an accident,
i'Ilowing pre-arrý.ne-ed procedures desifned to ensure that the relevant national, regional or inter-
re,'iontal authoritieu are alerted an ralidly as possible.

Mhin item is full of subjects I would think suitable for the "Information Analyses Centre" approach.
tio much that is needed to deal with an oil spill it available within the military resources of the

o.1.%... countries, men, ahips, scientific advicc, support laboratories and ability to operate together
in the field. 'What is almost certainly lacking is any one group or organisation that kIows all the
re.ources that are available.

Nogional co-operation between governments in cases of oil pollution in the North Sea was recognised
by the adoption in June 1968 by Belgium, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom of a draft agreement. The agreement intended to be complementary
to the work of IMCO calls for the countries to keep each other informed about their national organiaations
for dealing with oil pollution: about the competent authorities responsible for receiving reports and
giving assistance on this matter, about new ways in which oil pollution may be avoided or can effectively
be dealt with. This agreement ohows that the need has been recognised at Government level for an
intercrange of information, thereforc there should be an excellent possibility of setting up a Maritime
Pollutltn Analysis Centre, if as I think likely this meeting supports such a venture.

Let us look now in more detail at the procedure and requirements for dealing with an o.i spill,
this will indicate the sort of information that should be provided by each country to the Centre.

Once a major pollution problem has occurred, speed is essential; a grounded ship can sometimes be
refloated within a day or no of grounding but could start breaking up soon after; oxl escaping into
water can in certain circumnwtrnces be retained by and salvaged from-booms placed around the source but
once the oil has spread to a thin film over several square miles of water, treatment is more difficult
and eq.ensive in time and material. Therefore the information requirements will be immediate and on the
following lines :-

a) The identity of the Authority, probably a Minister or deputy who has the power to authorise
action by both civilian and Service personnel to deal with the incident. Ix the U.K. for incidents
within 1 mile of the shore the overall authority is the Ministry of Housing end Local Government. For
incidents outoide the I mile limit the Board of Trade is the responsible authority and operations are
controlled from the Naval Maritime Headquarters at Plymouth or Rosyth.

b) Data on the av&a"-bility of ships - tugs and salvage vessels; tankers and tank lighters; ships
suitable for laying booms, spraying disporsant, and discharging sinking agents; possibly dredgers and
fire boats.

c) informations cn location and effectiveness of booms. Ideally spilt oil should be salvaged and
one way to do this in calm waters such as harb':urs and estuaries is to contain the oil in booms. There
are basically 2 types of boom, "those that simply contain the oil and secondly booms that absorb it, both
types however at-e of little use with wave heights over about 12 inches and/or water movement of over
4 feet/sec. 3coms to contain oil have been available for many years but since Torrey Canyon there has
been considerabla developments frois do-it-yourself types for fishermen consisting of bundling up
material like straw in nets to sophisticated catamarans that can lay several males of boom in an hour or
so. 9

Methods of siting booms in relation to water fSw have been subjects for research and suitable
siting can considerably improve their efficiency.(1u) Another basically type of boom device that should
be included here is the bubble barrier.

d) Data on suction devices. Once oil is contained in a boom it must be transferred to a tank of
sorts - floating suctions or other devices are needed for this task. Also in this section might be
included floating hoseis, pumps, and skimming devices which could include the specially designed equipped
vessels for this type of oil recovery.

e) Data on dispersants. When the water movement is too great for the use of booms, still the most
likely proctidure to get rid of the oil will be to spray it with diapersants and agitate so that the oil
spreads as very small droplet' into the water, in which state natural factors such as sun, oxygen, and
bacteria can degrade it as quickly as possible. Materials could be grouped according to toxicity,
unfortunately in general the less toxic materials are less efficient and more expensive, therefore are
onlz likely to be used near the shore. However there may be control of toxicity through limitations
i.posed both by specification and/or legislation.

Also in this section might be included spraying equipment for dispermants, and equipment for
dispe::riS the oil into the water. Recently the Minimtry of Technology have patented a cheap device
developed by the 4arren Springo Laboratory At gtbvenAge.

f) Data on sinking agents. The French authorities made considerable use of cinking agents in
treating the oil from the Torrey Canyon which reached the French coast. Materials used are generally
cheap and non-toxic, however special equipment is needed for even moderately efficient application, aleo
it is not a suitable method where there are shellfish beds, where trawling takes place, or near a beach.
One of the draw-backs in this procedure is that many of the materials do later release a proportion of
the sunk oil.

.:quipment for scattering the sinking agents might alse be included in the same section which will
range from simple powder fire guns to ships like the Dutch dredger GEOPOTES VII fitted with treatment
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apparatus for dr 8ged-vp sand and then pumps and spraying unite to scatter the treated sand on to the
floating oil.(13)

g) Data on miscellaneoup materials. Under this heading absorbing materials will be the biggest
group and range from straw' I)and sawdust to foamed plastic. Several devices have been made using a
continuous moving loop of plastic foam dipping into the floating oil, returning to a mangle device which
squeezes the oil out into a container and then returning to the floating oil to absorb some more.

Other materials thai have been submitted are co-agulants so that the oil can be removed as lumps,
materials to increase the rate of bio-degradation of the oil and materials to promote combustion of the
oil.

h) Data on weather, conditions and water movements. When a pollution incident has occurred the
authorities will need to know where the oil is likely to spread or come ashore, so information on tides,
currents, prevailing winds etc. will be needed and could be pro-recorded for use in an emergency.
However, as in most areas of Europe the weather on any specific day can only be predicted a day or so in
advance, sources of up-to-date weather information are necessary. The Commander in Chief, Allied Command
Channel, at Northwood, Middlesex, can provide a prediction service on the drift of an oil slick.

i) Ecological and Industrial Information. The beat means of treatment or perhaps in some cases non-
treatment of any incident will depend on when and where it occurs. It has been suggested that the ideal
team for dealing with a pollution incident should include a pollution control officer, an ecologist, and
fisheries officer. One needs to know the locations of fishing areas, including shell fish beds, bird
sanctuaries, breeding and migration areas, and also areas used for recreation, special industries and
power station intakes.

J) Identification of Pollutants. It has very rightly been said that if one could identify with
certainty the source of each incident of marine pollution, in most cases a ship, the majority of oil
pollution incidents would cease. I therefore think it would be well worth having readily available a
list of laboratories equipped and experienced in carrying out fuel and crude oil analyses. In the U.K.
at the present ,oment the laboratory of the Government Chemist usually deals with samples that may lead to
legal proceedings being taken.

k) Legal aspects. A considerable number of new rules and regulations come into force each year, and
an increasing proportion of these relate to pollution. Some may be local and relate to one port area.
tthers may be based on an international agreement and have to be ratified by a certain minimum number of
governments before becoming international law. A modern super tanker costs several million pounds, so a
country would need to be very sure of its rights before reaching a decision to destroy a stranded ship
causing pollution, as was done to the Torrey Canyon, otherwise on top of the cost of clearing up the
pollution would be added the cost of the ship.

1) Medical/toxic aspects. This is a very wide field and perhaps because of the difficulties of
assessing the effects of small concentratioz;s of pollutants, often lead to disagreement between members of
the medical, as well as between members of the scienttfJ3 profession. Oil itself is not considered a
particularly toxic material, but speaking at Aviemore.5 earlier this year, Dr.C.Turzwell of the U.S.
National Marine Water quality laboratory said that recent work in his laboratory indicated a build up of
potentially dangerous degradation products of oil in fish.

Other pollutants such as mercury, paralytic shell fish poisoning, and chlorinated hydrocarbons(1
6 )

have been known and recognised for some time.

Enough has been said to give an indication of the wife ranging types of materials and equipment
available just for treating oil pollution and some of the factors to be considered in choosing the best
means of dealing with sx•y incident. When this information is expanded to take into account all forms of
marine pollution, things thatreadily come to mind are sewage, the dumping of domestic and industrial
waste including radio active waterials and warlike stores, and the effluent of a wide variety of chemical
processes, it can be seen there must be a vast amount of information that could usefully be assembled in
a Marine Pollution Information Analysis Centre so that any incident could be dealt with speedily.

A few final thoughts - first and perhaps most important, from what sources will information be
accepted? From experience at the A.Imiraltj Oil Laboratory at the time of Torrey Canyon, manufacturers of
chemical agents and recovery devices can produce masses of literature, reports, unsolicited testimonials
etc. which frequently are not suLstantiated when practical tests are carried out. For this reason I feel
information should only be accepted from appropriate government sources. Secondly and perhaps equally
important would be arrangements for the frequent updating of information.

Some statisticians have predicted that a Torrey Canyon type incident is likely to occur every 10
years, If this is so we are a third of our way towards the next major incident - let us therefore do all
we can to promote the formation of a Maritime pollution Analysis Centre that could provide the right
information to enable the people concerned to deal with any type and any size of pollution incident both
efficiently and with the minimum damage to the environment.
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doue to tte caw~mlty andi tie costs. iwc-rre4 im cattag ,- Ustiam in the am ad cleaming Polunted
Pr-perty.

27. Definition of the coaditicas governing M~e 'ece"s and amiloymat of seaborae ftmge equipstt cf
ottc 'lýs 'it~him the territorial weters of States.

18. M* powero of surveillarce and coatrol which shred be ewur-ited to coasftal States In orisi to snow
t-e efficacy af Ute aesoaauo adopted by t!e Orgamieation with a view to strongthaoSiaS tho Safety of
o=vi,;%ti= a-mm obviattz the da~ger of pollutiom.



SWDk~G-U! OF TI& SPCIAIST~ *V-TM~t

Mead oif Xaval Sciertifjc adTe:bmjca! !aformatieet Ceu~re
thited Kiftgdow

Mfr. Oamirm Laiies ad ;ectje,*?m. I mut fi-st of at! sJait that, it. all probbiti~ty. I have zý
advantage of nam ptestat bwee ta-day ie that I hame had the oppozttuity of sigilitias the variemas papers
before their aetoal presenataion. I c Am asuete yow that rather than outi say salient Prmias a nt
coverage ef their tivvics the awthars. as might he expected. karv b-e~a extremely Zhortel~ imtfeed. I an
sure that vein will all agree with me that the Speakers are t-7 be co~gratelatta. Mct caly =pos tihe coatezz
of thei - individual pa~'ers. but &lso in the mainr. of cibeir prvs::st;%ai.m_ ! .hivk ;., is true 4.o say -.bat
this is tbaL first accasimi, in Furepe at !easti.t e-a 5 ttitasbtt t-5 bttz give 3such a vaso airing.

Wie hawe N& a -.etique opportuanity to-dy to experiest-e whait is in efiecz n exanle of tý* tasks of
anlaitfutmtiom Analysis Centre. i umwa.-k as the t~heve t as been zoni~sef tc =te 7arzicvla- smbiect. papers

hame bees preseste4 by specialistsa in that sule;vt and their couter~t has provided as witt !¶ee 's:ate-of-
* tbe-art-.

liessrs Simpson and %mr~tAc havv set time facts wpry theroughltl before csby ;resenting t12Ž rrbler
posed by the coumeimuing world vide proliferation of scientific X24 tethnicil aaformatio±t, togcrhL.! Vizzb
?rove ideas for its soluttiom. Gace asain,. as ir Ck~e case of their sattilize and *Dc- *.roes. the Ltzited
States Law gat off the %rmd

lieti! so&h time as a umahine is produced to a,:c,!pt the printad4 word at one endf, scrt ard thre-w act
* ~worthless or duplicate matter a: the other, whilst 7etaimieg that whiicha is original sod worthwhile. the

information sciertist uiii Navre to -Pae every weapon in his armoury to extrac: reliable and relevant
informat ion for the ciustomer

The inforsatloo Analysis Centre is obviously cae means of zvercoi~ing che problem posed by the *,rid
ouvtrut of information but. our attention has been drawn to zhe high calibre of staff required and -o the
tinjccial o--tlay which one can imagine could veil oe prohibitive ic some countsries. is there not her. a
possible opportunity for further international collaboration- ;o;t of u~s in Europe at least are ope.-ating

* the various information services detailed in the first paper, albeit. in a small way and our exchange
* airangetatuts are gradually improving. It requires little imaginsption to visualize an extension of

existing collaboration. resulting. in years to come, in the jetting up of international irfcroation
analysis centres to cover those fields of mutual iatexest and a-eting most. if npr all, the rtuquirenents
recommended by Messrs Simpson and Murdock. From little apples big ap les grow, and this last 20 years
has already seem considerable improvement in international ccllabaration, particularly within :th N~AMI
alliance. '

Incidentally, i. information analysis centres we'e staffed as depicted in Figure 19 of this paper
there would perhaps be no lack of entrants into the field of information science.

Madam Rueper's paper on a Documentation Centre working in a specialized field cnce again confirms the
organizaticn, methods and procedures which have become interrationally accepted, and further sup;p)rts che
need to mechanize and computerize information even in medium sized organizations, despize any gre3t savings
in financial outlay. I an sure we all agree that such centres are bound to lean very heavily upon the

larger concerns but these latter can also derive considerable benc-fit from the somewhat smaller but well I
organized and compatible centres concentrating on well defined a5:-eas.

cnAs a user of the Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Information Analysis Centre operating out of Harwell '
Icnconfirm the worth of their somewhat costly subscription information service.

There i3) a tendency however, on the part of some information centres to supplement their "state-of-
the-art" services with a current awareness service which merely draws attention to the existence of
copious new information in a particular field. This on its own can be a source of frustration to the
user- who is then left to his own devices to sort the wheat from the chaff and finally to sight the
original work in which he is really interested. One must always consider the feedback to any new service
and this I feel, is where the use of second generation microfiche could he economically employed in
support of an IAC's current awareness service.

A further thought which arises from this and the previous paper is the essential requirement which
cannot be over stressed, for comprehensive profiles of user interests to ensure both effective direction :
of information and a reduction in time and effort by both the information staff and the user.

The first thtee papers presented covered the acknowledged need for LkCs and descriptions of some of
the important areas in which this Levelopment has already been carried successfully to fruition. The
final papers on Air and Marine Pollution have both highlighted in a forceful way the universal need for
information analysis centres in these particular fields, the irstitution of which could not only be of
benefit to the NATO Alliance but also to the rest of the world. Bearing in mind 1970 is Conservation
Year, the hoice of these two topics is particularly appropriate at this time, though whether th~e setting
up of IACs in these areas shou1'i be a NATO or even an United Nation or IMCO responsibility is a debatable
point..

So often at meetings of individualb working in the information field the user element is not always
directly involved but to-day we have been fortunate in having a paper presented by Mr. Carpenter which
if the Author, Mr. Langston, will forgive the expression, comes straight from the horses mouth. Here we
are presented with the facts and a plea for assistance from a scientist, art acknowledged world auth,)rity
in his field.



an tbw rcse of Jr~ni polaution the Europeta sIritim nations are, as ve have heard already in close
cwttt w.. vith the &tent .of Ve one •illioc .oa tot er which is now at the design stage. there viii be
as even ireat•*r u.rccy i t;'e need for the exchange of vital iaformation should there unfo.tt•ately be a

t .the $,-itt of the Torrey Canyone disa3ter. Fach of as here today can sigest other areas in
w'-izh there is a v:zal ,aeed :cr the setting rp of iafor2atign analysis centres but the dectsiocs vbetker
,'r not -..• 40 sO =-FS: lite vith out 3 inist.rators. from both national mad internaticnal 'ocsideration of
the user req.irceenta.

: s•kd lake tv txtk vju Nr. Chair-m~ for the epportumittv of addiag my tvc,-penzyvorth to te-days
,iik.erattions an,. t3 sav that i• time merit of this meting is to be juded bY the highly stimulating

u:.5-ssia•- A-ich h2vt resulted from the pr.se-tatiom of the papers then y &.--I bhe Fael are aaso to be
.v%'g6.atutated up~m its Success.

I .a c.zrtai. tat all satherei here uill v-sh me to ezxress thei.: gratitude fot the opportunity of
ttendin4 a mast xaform.ativT Conference.


